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Ur-Ah-Ur-Ah-Urrrr!
Yep, I’m crowing! For a archery techno-weenie, gearhead like me it doesn’t
get any better than this. You are getting both Norb Mullaney and Joe Tapley
is the very same issue! Norb Mullaney has been testing bows and other
archery equipment for . . . well, let’s just say a long time. He has a reputation
for honesty and integrity that is second to none and he has thought long and
deep about archery. He offers his analysis of what is the best measure of an
arrow’s ability to penetrate in this issue’s Bowhunting column. This will
prove to be a classic in the technical literature of archery.
Joe Tapley takes a physicist’s eye view of wind drift and explains in one
more way why archery is a counterintuitive sport. (This is the sport in which
you can lower your draw weight and end up with a faster arrow!!) He will
show you why a poorer arrow, with regard to wind drift, can end up getting
you a higher score!
Just so those of you who would rather get a root canal than wade
through two pages of equations have plenty to read, we have contributions
from Chris Shull (Did you hear his interview on NPR? It is still available on
www.npr.org.), Tyler Benner, and an old friend of AFm recently refound—
Michael Hojnacki (He wasn’t lost, just in Texas!), an equipment review from
Steve Ross, Dr. James Swan, another article from John Vetterli on lessons
from the (other) martial arts, and as always, some new authors to keep you
from getting jaded, Tim Scronce and Debbra Oltz. (Do check out Deb Oltz’s
article if you have a very short draw length—finally some sound advice for
you!)
I hope you have as much fun (and learn as much) reading this issue as I
had in putting it together.
Oh, Claudia and I will be attending the NFAA and NAA outdoor nationals,
so do come by and say “Hello.” We’d love to meet you.

Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to:
Archery Focus magazine
12890 Greenhorn Road
Grass Valley, CA 95945
Fax 530.477.8384
The views published within this publication
are those of the contributing writers and do
not necessarily represent the opinion of
Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature
Press, Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.
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Norb Mullaney

Energy, Momentum &
Penetration Potential
One of the more interesting controversies that has
promoted heated discussion in the world of
bowhunting is the continuing argument about
whether kinetic energy or momentum is the more
precise measure of penetration. Some authorities
support the kinetic energy concept while others side
with the momentum theory.

Bowhunting

A

About fifteen years ago I performed a series of
tests intended to shed some light on this subject.
In reality this work was an extension of a project
I did for Andy Simo of New Archery Products.
I suggested it to Andy as an area of investigation
we could explore while performing penetration
tests on a group of broadheads he wished to
evaluate. At an earlier date I had been involved
in testing EthafoamTM material of various densities to develop engineering data to support the
design of archery targets made of this material. I
was impressed with the remarkable consistency
in depth of penetration achieved with
EthafoamTM as a target medium. I concluded
that it was an ideal target medium for engineering evaluation of the penetration potential of
broadhead-equipped arrows. You will note that I
use the term “penetration potential” instead of
the word “penetration.” Actual penetration in a
target is greatly influenced by the target medium. Using the term penetration potential eliminates the variable of target medium. Penetration
potential describes the ability of the arrow to
achieve penetration in any target medium, recognizing that the degree of penetration will vary
with the specific medium. Granted synthetic
foam is not animal tissue, but in dealing with
penetration potential rather than penetration
a r c h e r y
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the difference in target medium is immaterial.
The relative effect of the controlling factor of
kinetic energy or momentum will be the same.
I am a disciple of the principle of consistent
dimension in analyzing cause and effect. This
principle holds that in any equation, the two
sides of the equation must have identical dimensions. I feel that this principle applies to the theory of penetration. To achieve penetration in a
target medium it is necessary to apply a force
through a distance. Applying a force through a
distance is work. The dimension of work is footpounds, the same as the dimension of energy. In
other words, penetration is work and work
requires energy. The speeding arrow has kinetic
energy and that kinetic energy will perform the
work of penetrating a medium. The speeding
arrow also possesses momentum, but momentum does not have the proper dimension to
equate to energy or work. Consider the following explanation of the difference between kinetic energy and momentum.
Kinetic energy, also referred to as “energy of
motion,” is the energy that a body possesses as a
result of its mass and velocity. Energy is
expressed in the same units as “work” and the
units of work are called “foot-pounds.” This
dimension is derived from the fact that when a
force of one pound acts through a distance of
one foot, one foot-pound of work is done. A
body is said to possess energy when it can do
work. There are several types of energy. Those
that we are concerned with when shooting the
bow and arrow are “potential energy” and
“kinetic energy.” Potential energy is energy that
a body possesses as a result of being held in a

f o c u s

position or condition. A weight that is suspended above
the ground has potential energy by reason of its position
and the pull of gravity. A bow that is drawn from brace
height to some other position within its draw length also
has potential energy. We often refer to this energy as
“stored energy.” When the bowstring is released from the
drawn position to return to brace height the bow limbs,
where the energy is stored, recover from their bent position and release the stored energy through the bowstring.

is plotted versus arrow weight the result is a curving line
that does not deviate too far from a straight line (a linear
function) for heavier arrows (generally from about 
grains and up). Below  grains the gain in arrow velocity per unit of grain weight reduction increases with continued reduction of arrow weight. That is, the lower the
arrow weight the more velocity can be obtained by a
reduction of a given number of grains. Chart A presents
a plot of arrow velocity versus arrow weight for a Darton
Rampage Express compound set at  pounds peak draw
force and  inches AMO draw length. The data from
this bow is used because it offers a wide range of arrow
weight for consideration.
Chart A

W
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This is graphical evidence that demonstrates that the
factor “V⁄2,” which defines the relationship between kinetic energy and momentum, varies with arrow weight and
the variation is not linear. Instead, it shows a curve with
increasingly greater velocity as arrow weight is reduced.
The next step in exploring the relationship of kinetic
energy to momentum is to plot a curve depicting the values of kinetic energy versus corresponding levels of
momentum for the same Darton Rampage bow. This
curve is represented in Chart B.
Chart B
MOMENTUM in LB-SEC

When an arrow is nocked on the bowstring of a drawn
bow, the release of the bowstring transfers the stored
energy of the bow to the arrow, propelling it from the
bow and imparting to this arrow a level of velocity. The
level of the velocity of the arrow depends on the amount
of the stored energy in the bow, the efficiency with
which the energy is transferred, and the weight of the
arrow. Knowing the weight of the arrow in grains and
the initial velocity of the arrow in feet per second, it is a
relatively simple matter to calculate the initial kinetic
energy possessed by the arrow as it leaves the bow. The
basic formula for kinetic energy of a mass in motion is:
Ek = 1⁄2mv2 (in foot-poundals)
where Ek = kinetic energy,
m = mass in poundals (pound-mass),
and v = velocity in feet per second
However, to convert the formula to use arrow weight
in grains it is necessary to use conversion factors with the
following result:
() Ek = wav2 ⁄ , foot-pounds
where wa = arrow weight in grains
and v = arrow velocity in feet per second
In addition to kinetic energy the moving arrow also
possesses another characteristic called momentum.
Momentum of a body is the product of its mass and its
velocity and is expressed as follows:
momentum = mv ( in poundal-seconds)
where m = mass in poundals (pound-mass)
and v = velocity in feet per second
Converting this formula to use arrow weight in grains
we have:
() momentum = wav ⁄ , (in pound-seconds)
where wa = arrow weight in grains
and v = arrow velocity in ft/sec.
Comparing the formulae for kinetic energy () and
momentum () it is obvious that that there is a simple
relationship that exists. Momentum multiplied by the
factor V⁄2 is equal to kinetic energy. We know that the
velocity of an arrow shot from a given bow is a curved
function of the arrow’s weight. That is, if arrow velocity

MOMENTUM vs KINETIC ENERGY
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Examination of the curve shown in Chart B reveals
that the momentum of an arrow increases at an increasing rate when the kinetic energy of the arrow increases.
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from the Previous Page

PENETRATION
in INCHES

PENETRATION
in INCHES

At levels of kinetic energy in the  to  foot-pounds gram. The deviation of the experimental points from the
range the relationship between kinetic energy and linear curve established by regression can be attributed to
momentum is reasonably linear, however above the error introduced by minor variations in factors that affect
-foot-pound level, the relationship becomes increas- the final penetration value. Such errors can be a combiingly curvilinear. This confirms one important fact—if nation of arrow velocity readings (chronograph error),
penetration potential has a linear relationship to kinetic bow inconsistency, and lack of perfect consistency in the
energy, then momentum does not. Now consider the target medium. The reason that a minimum of nine
argument that supports a linear relationship between shots of each arrow was selected is that the more shots
penetration potential and kinetic energy and the validity that are involved, the less is the potential for experimenof dimensional analysis in confirming such a relation- tal error.
To visualize the relationship between momentum
ship.
The tests alluded to at the beginning of this article and penetration potential the corresponding levels of
were conducted under carefully controlled conditions in momentum were also calculated for each test condition
a manner intended to eliminate all variables except the and a curve sheet similar to Chart C was prepared for
controlling variable, that of kinetic energy, and the resul- penetration versus momentum. This plot is identified as
tant variable, the measured penetration of the arrow in Chart D.
an engineered target medium with a proven consistent
Chart D
resistance. Eight aluminum alloy XX arrows with total
weights varying from  to  grains were each
PENETRATION vs MOMENTUM
machine shot from the same bow a minimum of nine
12.0
times into virgin EthafoamTM to obtain credible average
11.9
11.8
values of initial arrow velocity and penetration. The
11.7
11.6
weight of the arrows was varied by altering wall thickness
11.5
11.4
and internal weighting. Changing the weight of the
11.3
arrows produced varying arrow velocity and hence vary11.2
11.1
ing kinetic energy and momentum. The bow used for the
11.0
10.9
test program was a Quadraflex compound set at 
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.55
0.57
0.59
pounds peak draw force and  inches AMO draw
MOMENTUM in LB-SEC
length. The same broadhead, a -grain Thunderhead,
Again, the individual points represent the experiwas used on all eight arrows. The blades were changed for
each series of nine shots. For any given arrow, the varia- mental values of penetration as before, and the
tion in penetration was as low as .-inch to a maxi- straight-line curve is the result of linear regression of
mum of .-inch, allowing a high level of confidence those points to obtain the trend line. Observe that a simin the average penetration values obtained. The average ilar linear relationship exists between momentum and
values of kinetic energy obtained from the test adhered penetration potential as was found for kinetic energy, yet
very closely to the theoretical curve calculated from the we have seen that the difference between kinetic energy
arrow weights and the average arrow velocities for the and momentum is governed by the variable “V⁄2.” This
eight arrows. Chart C presents a plot of the average pen- raises the question of which quantity, kinetic energy or
etration achieved by the eight arrows together with a momentum, is the better gauge of penetration potential.
straight-line curve obtained by linear regression of the Chart B illustrates that the factor “V⁄2” results in an overexperimental values. The individual points represent the all curvilinear relationship between kinetic energy and
experimental average
momentum but within
Chart C
values of penetration
the range of kinetic enerPENETRATION vs KINETIC ENERGY
measured for the eight
gy and momentum
12.0
arrows.
encompassed by the test
11.9
11.8
This chart demonprogram, the relation11.7
strates quite conclusively
ship is essentially linear.
11.6
11.5
that there is a linear relaIn fact, even above 
11.4
tionship between kinetic
foot-pounds of kinetic
11.3
11.2
energy and penetration
energy there is not a
11.1
11.0
potential within the
great deal of curvature in
10.9
range of kinetic energy
plot. This would
48.5
49.0
49.5
50.0
50.5
51.0
51.5
52.0
52.5
53.0 the
KINETIC ENERGY in FT-LB
covered by the test proargue that either kinetic
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energy or momentum could be used quite
successfully to judge penetration potential
when the range of kinetic energy is limited
to  to  foot-pounds. In addition, even
above  foot-pounds the error introduced
would be minimal.

Norb Mullaney has been shooting bows and arrows of
one type or another for over 70 years. He started with a
hickory self bow at 8 or 9 years of age, progressed through
self longbows, a solid fiberglass bow, several commercial
laminated recurves, recurves of his own design and
building, and several self-built compounds before forsaking bow building to concentrate on technical writing
and consulting in the archery field. He began testing and
reporting on bows and other archery products in the
early 1970s and continues this effort presently.
Mullaney practices as a registered professional engineer. He has
been very active in the area of safety and standards for archery products
having chaired the ASTM Subcommittee for Archery Products for 18
years and the AMO Safety and Standards Committee for 17 years. He
has authored over 250 published articles and papers dealing with the
technical side of archery and bowhunting. Over the years he has tested
over 8000 different bow and arrow combinations.
In 2002 Norb Mullaney was elected to the national Archery Hall
of Fame and the Hall of Honor of the World Bowhunters Chapter of the
Safari Club International. He has served as a director of the Wisconsin
Bowhunters Association for nearly 30 years.

A

As to whether kinetic energy or momentum
is the better indicator of penetration potential, I will rely
on the principles of dimensional analysis to act as the
deciding factor. Penetration requires work. Work is energy and energy is expressed in foot-pounds. Kinetic energy of the arrow is measured in foot-pounds, hence
dimensional equivalency is satisfied. Momentum is missing the factor of “V⁄2” and is expressed in pound-seconds.

Dimensionally mass is measured in poundals and
velocity in feet per second. A poundal is defined as the
force which, if applied to the standard pound body, would
give that body an acceleration of one foot per second per
second. One poundal equals  ⁄ . pound-force (lbf).
These dimensions are stated in the British “absolute system” in which the basic dimensional units are: one
poundal, one foot, and one second. Therefore, the basic
unit of momentum is one poundal-second. When
momentum is expressed in the British gravitational system (the system in most common use in the USA) the
basic unit is one pound-second. One pound second is
equivalent to . poundal-seconds.
Example An arrow with a weight of  grains and
a velocity of  feet per second will have momentum
equal to:  x  ⁄  = . pound-seconds.

Kinetic Energy of an Arrow
The basic formula for kinetic energy is:
Ek = 1⁄2mv2 (in foot-pounds)
where Ek = kinetic energy, m = mass (in poundals
(British absolute system)), and v = velocity (in feet
per second).
To use the weight of the arrow in grains, our usual unit
of measurement, it is necessary to convert from
poundals to grains in the formula, therefore:
Ek = 1⁄2 (wa ⁄  x .) v2 (in foot-pounds)
where wa = arrow weight in grains ( is the number of grains in one pound), . = the acceleration
of gravity (in feet per second per second)
Note—the acceleration of gravity (g) varies with
latitude. As latitude increases, “g” also increases. .
ft/sec2 corresponds to about  degrees latitude, which
is a reasonably good average for the United States.
Gravitational pull is higher at the poles.
Therefore: Ek = wa ⁄ ( x  x .) v2 foot-pounds
or: Ek = wav2 ⁄ , foot-pounds
Example An arrow with a weight of  grains and
a velocity of  feet per second will have a kinetic
energy of . foot-pounds. If kinetic energy of the
arrow is divided by “V⁄2” then the result is the momentum of the arrow. Dividing  by  yields .
Dividing . by  gives a momentum of .
pound-seconds.

Work or energy is expressed in foot-pounds in the
British “gravitational system,” or as foot-poundals in
the British “absolute system.” Again, the acceleration
of gravity enters the picture so that: one foot-pound =
. foot-poundals.
Unfortunately the term “pound” is used ambiguously to define both “force” and “mass” in most
instances. To distinguish between these two usages, the
term “pound-force” was coined to apply to the pound
when it is used to express force, and the term “poundmass” was designated to apply to pound when it is used
to indicate mass. Simply stated, “a load that produces
a vertically downward force because of the influence of
gravity acting on a mass, may be expressed in ‘mass’
units. Any other load is expressed in ‘force’ units.”

Momentum of an Arrow
The basic formula for momentum is:
momentum = mv (in pound-seconds)
where “m” = mass (in poundals (British absolute system)) and “v” = velocity (in feet per second).
a r c h e r y
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Tyler Benner

The Elite Archer

It’s a Lot Harder than
Standing on One Foot
Unfortunately, archery is not life. When we return
home after a weekend tournament, there is still
work, school, or the home-life left behind. Without
a delicate balance of archery with work, school, and
our relationships with others, one, if not more, parts
of our life begins to suffer. Like the title says, finding that balance . . . is a lot harder than standing
on one foot.

T

There are many articles out there on how to make
you a better archer. They range from form and
thought processes to strength training and tournament preparation strategies and beyond, however I have never read one on the most important
aspect of archery—everything you do when you
are not shooting. If you find yourself searching
for that edge to help send you over the top with
your shooting, perhaps the answer lies outside of
the practice field. Without a stable foundation in
the rest of your life, that lofty  will never be
reached. The tricky part about this foundation is
that it is more than just some mapped out goals
written down on a piece of paper and stuck on
your wall. “Hang out with your friends more
often” is not a slogan I have seen many archers
attach to their cases.
The truth is, archery is just another part of
your personality, just like your relationship with
family or what you do for a living. Everyone
seems to know work-a-holics who never seem to
really enjoy themselves and, if you are all work
and no play, well, neglecting your family always
causes tension. Hasn’t anyone ever realized it
might be just as bad to be an archery-a-holic?
High performance athletes must always keep a
watchful eye to make sure they do not neglect
essential pieces in their own foundation. Even
when archery is pursued at the recreational level,
balance is still required. Without proper planning
a r c h e r y
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of finances or the stress associated within a tournament, what originally looked like fun turns
into a nightmare.
The place where balance is most required is
when you find yourself perched right on the edge
between recreational shooting and becoming a
bona fide challenger at the national championships. Suddenly you find yourself required to
set aside two to three hours a day to practice,
draft up resumes to hand out at tournaments,
research and purchase quality equipment, plan
out lodging and food for upcoming events, maintain  to  minutes of cardiovascular exercise a
day, and that’s just the tip of the iceberg . . . for
archery alone! For someone who plans to tackle
this themselves, it is easy to see how overwhelming it becomes. Now you are staying up late try-

“The difficulty in all this
is the realization that the
sacrifices might have to
come from archery.”
ing to complete overdue homework assignments
or arriving late to work because you are feeling
run down. When this happens, realize that your
balance in life has been thrown off and you need
to sit down and seriously weigh your options. No
one ever said it would be easy and sacrifices will
have to be made. The difficulty in all this is the
realization that the sacrifices might have to come
from archery.
Sadly enough, living in the United States can
tend to complicate matters. Top-level training
programs lack the cohesiveness of programs in
other countries. Because of this, athletes are
required to turn their individual dreams into

f o c u s

“The true moral of the
story, even if you are trying out for the Olympics,
or just starting at a local
JOAD program, remember that archery is just
another piece of you.”

community projects. My mother
once told me that archery was
kind of like race car driving: I
was the race car, and my family,
friends, and supporters were my
pit crew. Without a pit crew for
support to rejuvenate your batteries and make sure you are not
forgetting other parts of your
life, it will be impossible to
achieve the balance in your life that is required to shoot
at a top level. Although establishing your own pit crew
may be a little daunting, I firmly believe that without the
hardships that many American athletes must overcome
for their sport, they would not go on to become Olympic
Champions.

L

Looking at balance again, it might be a good idea to
examine why you go into slumps. Is it because you are
not sleeping enough or practicing too much, or maybe
it’s because you haven’t gone out to the movies with your
friends in over a month. Perhaps the reason you feel so
overwhelmed with everything is because you are simply
trying to do too much. It’s funny how life always seems
to throw its little monkey wrenches in our works.
Sickness, injury, family emergencies, a big school project,
working overtime—these are all very important
unplanned events that throw off your balance and must

be dealt with. Shooting while
injured or sick will only lead to
frustration, more serious injury,
and eventually, even more time
away from archery once you really have to. It is also a well-known
fact that the amount of time
spent sleeping in class or not
doing your homework is directly
proportional towards your likelihood of seeing your grades go south. With the multitude
of angry bosses, confusing teachers, cute girls, fast cars,
or flat tires to distract us, it’s a wonder anyone can keep
it together for a whole tournament to win a medal or
two.

T

The true moral of the story, even if you are trying out for
the Olympics, or just starting at a local JOAD program,
remember that archery is just another piece of you. It is
not any more important than any of the other pieces of
your life. Don’t be a stranger with your friends. Spend
more time with your family. Take a moment to sit on the
couch for a few minutes before you run off to your next
activity. Do these things and maintain the balance of
your life both in and out of archery and I am sure you
will not only shoot better, but you will feel better as well.
Work hard, but always remember to play hard, too.

After a bicycle racing accident
at Texas A&M University
turned his life upside down,
Tyler Benner moved back to
Pennsylvania to recuperate
from shoulder surgery. He is
currently attending Penn
State University and majoring in aerospace engineering.
Tyler expects to have a full recovery and continue competing
early this summer.
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Steve Ross

Equipment Review

The Golden Key Futura
TKO Rest
and in less than 30 minutes I was tuned and shooting groups at 20 yards. It would be nice if the rest
had index marks for the vertical and horizontal
adjustments. I added these myself with a few drops
of white paint. Index marks are handy when making small adjustments, and if the rest does move
for some reason, you can get it back in place
quickly.
After several days of shooting, I can report
All an arrow rest does is support the arrow shaft that the rest performed flawlessly. Of course, only
while it’s still on the bow. There are, however, a years of service would be a true test of its reliabilifew things that a good rest will do for an archer ty. My only trouble (which is why I switched to a
besides this basic function. The rest should be easy drop-away to begin with) is the occasional probto adjust, it should not move unless you are adjust- lem of arrows coming off the rest while drawing
ing it, and finally, it should be quiet. The last point back my bow. This doesn’t seem to bother most
is critically important to hunters who don’t want other archers; they simply let-down or flip the
arrow back on the rest with the index finger of the
to scare off game as their bows are drawn.
The TKO Rest from Golden Key Futura sat- bow hand. I, however, become “un-glued” by this
isfies all the above requirements, plus adds a few and in pressure situations find it more and more
unique features. The TKO can actually be config- difficult to keep the arrow on the rest. For this reaured as three different rests. The rest can be set up son, I converted the rest to function as a dropas a drop-away, as a fixed-blade rest, and as a away. The wide launcher pins guarantee your
spring-loaded rest. To top it all off, it can be set up arrow shaft will stay put.
Setting the rest up for drop-away mode takes
for left- or right-handed bows. The ability for one
a little more time, but not much
rest to do it all is what made the
more. The rest comes with what
TKO appealing to me. I can satisGolden Key calls a “static cord.”
fy my urge to try a fixed blade
It is a strong nylon cord that
rest, and then go back to the
needs to be tied to the downward
drop-away if I feel I should.
bus cable. As the bow is drawn
the cord will draw the launcher
The Testing
pins to their upright position.
Initially, I set the TKO up in the
When the shot is released the
fixed blade position. The rest
spring in the rest pulls the pins
comes with three different
downward and, if properly set up,
launcher blades to accommodate
light, medium, and heavy arrow The TKO rest in drop away mode with will give plenty of clearance to
the arrow fletchings. I did find it
shafts. Setting it up was a breeze, hush tube launcher pins.

I have been shooting a drop-away rest on my compound bow for several years and, overall, I’ve been
very happy with my French-made Arc Systeme rest.
Occasionally, I get the nagging feeling that perhaps a
solid launcher rest might give me better scores. You
would think that, after all these years, the rational
side of my brain would remind me that it’s impossible for an arrow rest to give you better scores.

A
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rated. This makes passing the lift cable through the strands
of the buss cable impossible. I learned, after having the lift
cable slip on me after shooting in the rain, that it must be
lashed very securely to the buss cable and knots must be
placed above and below the lashing (see figure). I would
strongly suggest that archers with similar buss cables test
their set-up by spraying some water on the buss cables and
then shooting for a period of time. If the lift cable slips,
your arrows will start dropping low on the target.
With the rest installed, center shot adjusted, and the
lifting cord attached, I paper tuned and quickly achieved
bullet holes through paper. I then set about shooting
groups at 20 yards. My immediate impression of the TKO
in drop-away mode was how smooth and quiet it was. The
launcher pins have a smooth coating which gives a silky
feeling as you draw the bow. (Golden Key Futura calls
these “hush” tubes.) The smooth gliding of the arrow
across the launcher pins reinforces the smooth quiet feeling I’m after in my shot routine.
After several days of testing at 70 and 90 meters, I can
say my groups were just as I would expect for how well I
was holding and executing. Others may feel differently,
but if my arrow goes where my aiming dot is on the target, that is all that I can ask for.
My old drop-away rest occasionally would have a lift
cable hang up; so far, this hasn’t happened once with the
TKO rest. The rest itself is solid as a rock with none of the
wiggling I have experienced on other rests.
My fellow archers, I feel I do need to reassess my position that all an arrow rest does is “support the arrow while
it is on the bow.” After shooting the TKO with the hush
tubes on the pins, I will add that an arrow rest can change
the whole feeling of drawing your bow. If you are like me,
and the feel of your shot is important, you owe it to yourself to reassess your arrow rest and see if it is doing all it can
for you.

The TKO rest on the author’s bow with the lift cable not sufficiently
lashed to the bus cable. It slid in the rain.

curious that the TKO instructions showed two types of
lifting cord, an elastic cord and a static cord, while the
package contained only the static cord. I made an inquiry
to Golden Key Futura about this and they related that
archers were having set-up problems with the elastic cord.
My previous rest used an elastic cord with no problem. In
fact, the current world target champion, Clint Freeman,
shoots a drop-away with a long elastic cord, so I believe
this may be a matter of personal preference.
An important part of setting up the drop-away is the
point when the lifting cord brings the launching pins
upright. The pins need to rise only on the last two or three
inches of the draw stroke. If the pins are up too early, you
run the risk that it will not drop away in time for proper
fletch clearance. This could result in erratic arrow flight if
the vanes make contact with the launcher pins. One complication with my bow was lashing the lift cable to my
Winners Choice X-Coat buss cable. The X-Coat cables
have a very smooth surface and the strands can’t be sepa-

T

The TKO rest sells for $. US and is available online at
www.goldenkeyarchery.com.

The TKO rest and lift cable tied securely in two places to the bus cable.
It’s not going anywhere!
a r c h e r y
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Steve Ross (shown with his two sons and shooting
partners, Gabriel (left) and Miles (right)) lives and
works near Grass Valley, California. Last year Steve
became a quite successful JOAD coach.
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Chris Shull

Recurve Tech 300

Bowstring Beta
The word beta, when used in slang, refers to bits of
information that help solve a problem. Rather than
a complete solution, beta are hints that complete the
harder parts of a process. In this article I share with
you some bowstring building beta or tips, if you
prefer, that I have come across over the years.
Detailed descriptions of the entire string building
process can be found in the NAA Level 2 instruction manual, in back issues of Archery Focus magazine, or from various commercial string jig companies, but are not the focus of this article. Instead,
I am sharing a few pointers that will help you make
your bowstrings even better.

If you feel that your string is then too dry, simply
apply some wax from a tube. BCY, Brownell, and
Bohning all sell bowstring wax for this purpose.
Tug-Of-War
Every archer has experienced the annoying
stretch incurred by a new bowstring. On a
recurve your brace height would drop about half
an inch just by putting on a new string and letting it sit, strung, overnight. Speed the process
up by stretching the string out yourself. Just put
a screwdriver through each endloop, find a feisty
friend, and pull. Give the thing a good snap, the
string can take it (see photo top opposite).

Your String Shouldn’t Be
Twist-or-Shout
Like The Inside Of Your Ear
Most string materials are sold in pre-waxed Ever gotten really mad because your center servspools. The wax helps the strands stick together ing came loose? Makes you want to shout, huh?
in the finished product, prevents the string from This usually happens because the serving was
soaking up water, and makes the string more not put on tight enough, but can also be caused
durable. An excess of such a good thing, though, by twisting the serving on in the wrong direcis bad. In fact, with most materials far more wax tion. Make sure that you are twisting your cenis applied to the string than necessary. Over time ter serving in the same direction as the twist in
the extra wax will wear off (all over your clothes, your string. What direction that is isn’t so imporin particular) and you will be left with a string tant, just make sure they match. By matching
that is slightly lighter than before. This, of course, the twists you guarantee that adding or removing
changes your tune. Hence, I recommend that twists from your string in the future (such as
when you are changing
you remove this excess wax
your brace height) will
prior to tuning a new
not cause the center servstring. This can easily be
ing to loosen.
accomplished by stringing
your bow, wrapping a few
Super Glue and Thread
feet of serving thread
are From Heaven,
around the string twice,
Brass is from Heck
pulling tight on the lose
No doubt your first bow
ends, and tugging the
had a big, ugly brass nockthread up and down the
set on the string. While en
string (see photo at right).
vogue in the s, brass
You will notice quickly
that oodles of wax will be A couple of wraps of serving thread slid up and down nocksets are now taboo.
(Come on, get with it!)
squeezed out of the string. your string will remove unwanted wax.
a r c h e r y
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the ends. This tied on assembly can be twisted up and
down the string until you find the proper tune. (You
can even coat each tied-on nockset with super glue for
added durability.)
Next, cut a two inch strip of masking tape, wrap it
between the two temporary nocksets, and then cut
them both off with a serrated knife (see photo).
Now put a drop of super glue on the string just above
the masking tape and wrap about twelve turns of
sewing thread around the string. I usually wrap about
three layers of thread, with a bit of fresh super glue on
top of each layer (see photo).
Repeat for the bottom nockset.
Using a file, smooth out each nockset, and finish with
a final coat of super glue.
If you find your nocksets fit too tight (a typical problem) use a file to gently widen the space between the
top and bottom nocksets.
This thread and glue nockset should prove quite

If you can’t find a friend to do a friendly string stretching party,
a sturdy hook will do for a partner.

Brass nock sets are easily adjustable, but due to their
weight they cost a little speed. That loss in speed is doubled if you like to use a bottom nockset, as well. Several
years ago I noticed archers like Ed Eliason using sewing
thread and super glue to create a top and bottom nockset that would not move, and that had very little weight,
as opposed to my single brass nockset. I’ve been hooked
on their method ever since.
• Start by tying on a top and bottom nockset with a thin
serving material. Do this by tying about ten overhand
knots with the serving, in a series, then cut and melt
Now it is time to build up your permanent nocksets with sewing thread
and super glue. I usually wrap about three layers of thread.

durable, and will not move. If you find you still have the
wrong nocking point, just cut off the nockset with a serrated knife (being careful of the serving) and start over.

Chris Shull is a Resident Athlete at the
U.S. Olympic Training Center in Chula
Vista, CA. He started shooting archery at
the age of 12 because he was “very bad at
sports that involve a ball.” He is currently relentlessly pursuing a spot on the U.S.
Olympic Team and has the goal of taking
an Olympic medal in Athens this summer.
After you have marked the locations for your new nockset, cut off the temporary ones—carefully!
a r c h e r y
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James A. Swan Ph.D.

Meditation

A Mental Training Tool for an Archer’s Quiver?

Mental Skills

“For access to the art (of archery) – and the master
archers of all times are agreed in this – is only
granted to those who are ‘pure’ in heart, untroubled by subsidiary aims.”
from Zen In The Art of Archery
by Eugen Herrigel
Zen In The Art of Archery by Eugen Herrigel is a
classic treatise on mental training in archery and
sports. Once you’ve got down the basics for equipment,
technique, and form, success in all sports is more mental than anything else, for as D.T. Suzuki observes in
his introduction to Herrigel’s book (to master an art
like archery . . .) “One has to transcend technique so
that the art becomes an ‘artless art’ growing out of the
unconscious.”
As opposed to  or  years ago when sports psychology was primarily a matter of developing the “try
harder and bear down” attitude, today’s competitive
athletes make use of many mental training techniques, some very old and others quite new.
Meditation has been associated with martial arts,
including archery, for thousands of years. Does it have
a place in your training?
What is Meditation?
Success in archery is based on many factors, eyehand coordination, focus, concentration, attitude,
self-image, self-confidence, relaxation, attitude,
inspiration, and mental discipline. Practice alone
definitely helps. It enables you to develop confidence in yourself, your shooting ability and your
equipment. But sheer repetition is not enough to
elevate yourself. Mastery arises from understanding what it takes to make the perfect shot, and
then being able to translate that knowledge, with
consistency, into action without thought.
For thousands of years archers have developed
their skills with meditation, which former Harvard
a r c h e r y
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psychology professor Joan Borysenko, Ph.D.,
defines as “an activity that keeps attention pleasantly focused in the present moment.” Meditation
is more popular today than ever before.
Transcendental Meditation is a popular form,
where a teacher gives you a special sacred word, or
several words, that you repeat silently to yourself or
out loud as a chant while sitting in a quiet place,
but the Meditation Society of America (www.meditationsociety.com) lists  different meditation
techniques drawn from both ancient esoteric
schools and modern psychology. These methods
range from passive sitting, possibly in a certain
position, to performing certain breathing techniques, making a series of affirmative statements
about yourself (affirmations), and chanting (out
loud or to yourself ) a certain word or sound
(“Om”), to holding certain physical positions as in
Yoga, making hand or body gestures “mudra,”
gracefully moving as with tai chi or chi gong, and
performing a simple act, like walking, with focused
awareness of being fully in the present, and all
combinations of the above.
Each of us has a unique personality with
unique mental traits that are best cultivated by certain meditation techniques. Some people cannot
sit passively and feel relaxed, for example. In this
article I hope to help you understand what some of
the methods are, but you will have to ultimately
decide what is best for you. Meditation itself
should help you decide this, because self-awareness
and understanding are two of the most basic of all
goals of meditation.
One way to look at meditation is to see your
mind as a giant apartment building with many
floors with meditation being the tool that enables
you to find the floors that you need to access and
then develop the skills you need to make the most
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trolled breathing for several cycles you will find your
pulse rate has slowed
down.
As with any form of
mental training, longterm focused concentration may lead to important insights and inspiration, as well as quieting
the mind. German psychiatrist and neurologist,
Johannes Schulz, developed a completely westernized focused meditation system, Autogenic
Training, in the early th
century. Autogenic training uses self-suggestion or
auto-hypnosis to achieve
relaxation and reduction
of tension. This practical
technique is now used in
many hospitals to relieve
stress and speed healing.
For details see
http://stress.about.com/cs/

of what is in those floors.
There are two basic
types of meditation—
concentration and mindfulness.
Concentration – Focussed, narrowed attention on an
idea, a place, a sound, or
body process, especially
breathing. This is helpful
for performance, as your
ability to hone in on your
target is critical to accuracy.
One of the most simple meditation techniques
for archers is to sit quietly
and pick a spot to focus
your eyes on. Simply let
your breathing flow naturally, but fix your attention to that spot with
unwavering attention. In
shotgun shooting, where
your target is moving, you
would be better focused
on a moving target.
National sporting clays
champion Linda Joy tells me she practices “tracking” a
moving object by putting a small colored dot on a blade
of a slow-moving ceiling fan and watching the dot as the
blades of the fan circulate.
You could also concentrate your attention on just
your breathing, observing the natural flow of air in and
out will slow your heart rate and increase relaxation. This
practice makes it easier to be “in the Zone” of peak performance when you are both relaxed and excited at the
same time. As Eugen Herrigel said in Zen In The Art of
Archery, “The more one concentrates on breathing, the
more the external stimuli fade into the background.”
Esoteric meditation schools may teach you to recite
a sound, a word or a phrase with each cycle of breathing,
like “Om” or “Om, Mani, Padme, Om.” Western psychologists may suggest saying a word that typifies an attitude, like cool, calm, focused, smooth, or tough, that
unites mind and body for peak performance.
One variation of this is to purposefully take in a long
slow breath, counting say to . Now hold that breath for
a comfortable count, say five. Now exhale, say for a count
of  to . If you check your pulse before and after con-

relaxation/a/aa030501.htm.
Cultivating the ability to stay focused when there are
crowds around you is critical to competitive success.
Many people “lose it” when they give up their own center and become too focused on the external. Watch Tiger
Woods as he exits a hole and walks to the next one. You
can often see him giving himself reminders to stay
focused, be in the present, play your own game, let go of
the last hole, forget about the crowd, etc.
Mindfulness – Anxiety manifests as dwelling on the
past or worrying about the future. Another goal of meditation is to release thoughts of past or future concerns so
as to attune to one’s unconscious and live more fully in
the present. This is especially useful in preparing for
shooting – clearing your mind of past events and future
worries to be fully focused in the present. Afterwards,
when you want to calm down, releasing tensions, etc.
meditation can also be of tremendous help.
A simple technique here could begin with centering,
such as taking in a slow breath or two to become centered, perhaps imagining that breath coming into your
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from the Previous Page

where you come to more intuitively know yourself and
what is right for you. Some people who have a lot of
repressed emotional issues may find that engaging in
mindfulness meditation will result in you having to face
feelings and thoughts that you do not want to deal with.
Many people fill their lives with worries, crises, etc. to
keep from dealing with their inner voice.
A goal of meditation is to be able to let thoughts
come up and wash away like waves in the ocean, but if
you discover that you are troubled by what thoughts,
images, and emotions are coming up, by all means seek
out a counselor who understands meditation psychology.

belly and filling it with relaxing warmth. Then let your
eyes just gaze generally without focusing on anything
(called “soft eyes” in martial arts) or close them. From an
inward-focused center, release your mind and allow
events and thoughts to scroll across your mind, like
watching a movie screen. The goal here is to become a
dispassionate watcher, not becoming attached to anything, and trusting that after “the chatter” passes, you
will tap into a deeper sense of self from which peace of
mind arises.
From this state of mind, creative thoughts and
insights may pop up. It is said that modern martial arts
such as kung fu and karate come from a legendary blueeyed Buddhist monk named Bodhidharma who came
from India about  A.D. to the Temple of Song Shang
at Shaolin Mountain in China. He was drawn to sit and
stare at a wall for five years, contemplating the life of the
monks, who might be robbed while traveling about the
countryside. From his sitting came the inspiration to
unite elements of Yoga with meditation to promote
mind-body unity to enable a person to better defend
himself or herself.

Meditation As A Tool for Self-Exploration
Western science asserts that we have five senses. Chinese
sages assert that we have over 100 senses by which to perceive the world and ourselves. In the heat of competition,
or in meditation, sometimes unusual events occur.
Athletes in the height of competition, or in the
depths of meditation, may find themselves in unusual
states of consciousness where the five senses and some
others come into play. When I was practicing as a counselor I met a number of world-class athletes who had precognitive dreams, had intuitive flashes of insight, saw
energy fields around people and even had out-of body
experiences. Things like this are most likely to happen in
intense excitement or deep relaxation. Meditation is a
way to help keep your center when unusual experiences
do happen.
For a fascinating study of the diverse states of consciousness of world-class athletes, a must read is Michael
Murphy and Rhea White, In The Zone—Transcendental
Experiences In Sports (Penguin, ).

Benefits
One of the most important parts of meditation is coming to know yourself, and accept yourself as something
more than just a continuous flow of thoughts about past,
present, and future over which you have little control.
The more you engage in a meditative discipline, the
more you will develop a sense of who you are. That will
give you more self-confidence, and establish a reference
point of knowing what you can and can’t do.
When I was working as a counselor, I once had a
client who was a member of the Olympic track team. He
was one of the fastest in the mile in the U.S. When he
came in for his first session, he was so agitated that he
could not sit in a chair for more than a minute or two.
He ultimately admitted that he had been using drugs to
get high to boost performance.
I taught him some techniques for meditation and
relaxation. Slowly he came to accept that he had limits
and he was endangering his life. When he stopped using
drugs, his times did fall, and he did not qualify. Instead,
he opened a special camp for teaching kids to run and
was very happy. The point here is that meditation may
not make you the world champion, but it can make you
happier with who you are.

Resources
Any serious archer who has not read, and re-read Eugen
Herrigel’s classic Zen In The Art of Archery (Random
House, l981) should be ashamed of themselves. Herrigel
understood “the Zone” of peak performance as well as
anyone ever has.
My favorite sports psychology book is, Working
Out, Working Within: The Tao of Inner Fitness
Through Sports and Exercise by Chungliang Al Huang
and Jerry Lynch (JP Tarcher, ). Sports psychologist
Lynch has worked extensively with Olympic and worldclass athletes. Co-author with Alan Watts of Tao: The
Watercourse Way, Chung Liang Al Huang is a Tai Chi
master, author of Thinking Body, Dancing Mind
(Bantam, ) a member of the World Academy of Art
and Science, and recipient of the Republic of China’s

Caution
Meditation is ultimately about finding a sense of self
a r c h e r y
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Gold Medal of Education. Huang and Lynch are the
guys who worked with the Chicago Bulls during the
Michael Jordan and Phil Jackson era.
Joan Borysenko’s tapes and books, including
Minding the Body, Mending the Mind (Bantam
Books, ) can be found at her website http://joanborysenko.com/html/meditation.html.
Another excellent book about meditation written by
a western psychologist is Lawrence LeShan’s How To
Meditate (Bantam, ). More about his thoughts on
the psychology of meditation can be found at
http://www.spiritsite.com/writing/lawles/part1.shtml.
James A. Swan, Ph.D. has taught
psychology at the Universities of
Michigan, Western Washington State,
Oregon, and Washington and had a private practice
as a counselor for a decade, during which time he
worked with a number of world-class athletes from a
number of sports. He currently is a Research Adjunct
at the Institute of Transpersonal psychology. For more
information see www.jamesswan.com.
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Joe Tapley

The Wind Drift Paradox
Most archers are familiar with the Archer’s
Paradox—why the back of an arrow doesn’t hit the
bow when you shoot it. The explanation (that the
arrow bends around the bow) has long been known.
There is another archery paradox relating to arrow
wind drift behaviour. The paradox here is why an
arrow which apparently drifts less in a cross wind
can produce larger group sizes and lower scores in
tournament conditions than another arrow with an
apparently greater wind drift. This paradox is illustrated in this article using computer simulations of
arrow flight.

same three arrows obtained by an archer of given
skill shooting in a tournament under exactly the
same wind conditions. The plotted lines represent the overall envelopes in which each arrow
will fly. The actual arrow flight path for a particular shot will depend, of course, on how
good/bad that particular shot was.

Special Feature

C

Consider the following diagram which shows the
wind drift, in centimetres off of centre, compared
to the distances shot.

The diagram illustrates the horizontal flight
paths of three physically different arrows (A, B
and C). The three arrows all match the
archer/bow so they all have the same length and
also, in the simulation, the same nock and fletching assemblies. Where they differ slightly is in the
point and shaft weights and also the shaft diameter. The three arrows are shot in the same cross
wind with the archer aiming at the target centre
and having zero windage adjustment on the sight.
In this situation, at 90 meters distance, arrows B
and C have the same (right to left) wind drift
with arrow A having a greater wind drift.
This next diagram illustrates, using a computer simulation, the relative group sizes of the

What the simulation produces is that arrow
B has a smaller group size (indicated by the distance from the top line to the bottom line) than
arrow A resulting in a higher overall score. This is
the conventional wisdom, the lower wind drift
arrow will perform better resulting in a higher
score. However, arrow A also has a smaller group
size than arrow C so, in this case, the arrow with
the greater nominal wind drift is the better tournament performer.
The commonly expressed opinion that a
heavier or thinner arrow will have less wind drift
and therefore will be a better tournament performer in windy conditions is not valid.

A
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As far as the arrow is concerned, its wind drift
behaviour depends on every physical property of
the arrow (down to where on the shaft you attach
the fletchings) and also the relative values of each
property. It also depends on the skill of the archer
and on the nature of wind e.g. steady or gusting.
These arrow, skill, and wind factors all interact so
there is no up front method of saying one arrow
shaft is going to perform better than another. You
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“The commonly expressed opinion that a heavier or thinner
arrow will have less wind drift
and therefore will be a better
tournament performer in
windy conditions is not valid.”

The
only
viable
approach to determining the
‘best arrow’ as regards wind
drift performance is practical
testing by shooting different
arrow setups at different distances in different wind conditions and deciding upon
which arrow, in general, is the best performer.
Unfortunately even then the ‘best arrow’ will be different
in different wind conditions.

cannot even generalize this.
One archer may find Brand
X shaft is better then Brand Y
while another archer may
find the complete opposite.
The two archer setups will in
some way be different as to arrow length, draw weight,
etc.
The only consistent factor which may help to
explain this paradox is the effect of aim-off. If you start
off shooting directly into, say, a head wind, there is no
sideways arrow drift (the angle between the wind direction and the initial arrow flight direction is zero). If you
then rotate a bit so there is an angle between the wind
and the arrow flight direction then you will get some
wind drift. The more you rotate away from the head
wind direction, the bigger the angle between the wind

Joe Tapley is 55, married with three children, and lives in
Uxbridge, U.K. His two periods of archery as an activity can be
classified as pre– and post– young family. He shoots Olympic
recurve bow on a purely recreational basis (or put another way, he
lacks the willpower to do the level of practice required to become
competitive). His interest in the mechanics of archery (i.e. how do
things work) arises from a general background in science/engineering.

“These arrow, skill, and wind
factors all interact so there is
no up front method of saying
one arrow shaft is going to
perform better than another.”
and arrow flight directions gets and, hence, the larger the
wind drift. Maximum wind drift (ignoring arrow speed
variation) will occur when the wind direction is at 90
degrees to the arrow flight.
In a tournament you adjust your sight windage so
that your arrow starts off going upwind and then drifts
back into the centre. The larger the observed initial wind
drift, the more you have to adjust the sight windage i.e.
the more you have to rotate towards the wind direction
(aiming off ). The larger the initial arrow wind drift,
therefore, the smaller the angle between the wind direction and the initial arrow flight direction. Aiming off
reduces the arrow wind drift! Because you aim-off more

“Even then the ‘best arrow’
will be different in different
wind conditions.”
with the higher drift arrow, proportionally, you reduce
the wind drift more than with the nominally lower drift
arrow. With arrows that have similar wind drift this can
be enough to result in less wind drift with aim-off for the
arrow with more wind drift with no aim-off.
a r c h e r y
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Archery Fitness

Annette M. Musta



More Fitness 
I recently had the pleasure of meeting many archers
and readers at the tournament in Las Vegas. I have
included answers to the most commonly asked questions below.

Question I want to add yoga to my training
program. What are the best tapes and DVDs?
Does it matter what type of program I choose?
Answer Yoga is an extremely popular mode of
exercise. Yoga provides a multidimensional
workout. A comprehensive Yoga program contains flexibility, strength, and balance components. Yoga can be done every day. In addition,
yoga requires an element of mental concentration that parallels the discipline of archery.
When Yoga and Pilates exploded in popularity a few years ago, everyone produced a yoga
workout tape. Most of these are almost laughable
in their content and quality. As with any workout program, you should check out the credentials of the instructor. If the box or DVD cover
does not give you enough
information, look for a
listed
website.
The
instructor should be certified by the ACE, ACSM,
ISSA, or NASM. The
cover should tell you the

fitness level of the program (although this is not
standardized), the length of the program, and a
brief overview of the program.
In order to answer this question, I have
viewed dozens of Yoga tapes and DVDs. In general, the Yoga programs offered by Living Arts
are the best. They offer different levels of Yoga
programs and different program lengths. You can
choose an hour long workout or a ten minute
“power” workout. The tapes generally explain
the poses and the movements and do not rely too
heavily on the “New Age” aspects of Yoga.
A.M. and P.M. Yoga for Beginners with
Rodney Yee is an excellent yoga primer. It
includes two twenty minute programs. The
morning program has three sections. It starts
with a warm-up and meditation and then moves
into a fourteen minute Yoga pose routine. It ends
with guided meditation. If you do not want to
practice the meditative aspects of yoga, you can
skip to the morning pose routine. The evening
program features Patricia Walden in a twenty
minute routine. The program includes gentle
stretches both standing
and on the floor. It ends
with relaxation exercises.
While not personally
reviewed, Yoga for Inflex-

“Yoga requires an element of mental concentration that parallels the
discipline of archery.”
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Mastering
ible People comes highly recommended. It is aimed at the individual with
little flexibility. According to the online reviews, it includes over four
hours of yoga programs along with a interactive menu. It is appropriate
for beginners to intermediate individuals.
Yoga for Athletes, another program featuring Rodney Yee, is an excellent choice for the intermediate to advanced athlete. The program is
demanding. You are expected to know many of the basic poses. The program includes a wide range of exercises stressing flexibility and strength.
As with all of the Living Arts Yoga series DVDs, the production values
are excellent.

the Mental Game with
Mental Management

®

Book $12.95
or
Book On
Tape $24.95

“Back pain is the most common
pain-related complaint.
The lower back is the true
“Achilles heel”
of the human body.”
Power Yoga - Total Body Workout is a sixty five minute, progressive
yoga routine. It is for intermediate and advanced individuals. You can do
the entire routine, or break it down into smaller segments. This DVD
can become an integral part of your fitness routine replacing one of your
regular weekly workouts. It assumes a basic knowledge of Yoga but is an
excellent choice after AM and PM Yoga for Beginners.
Crunch-The Perfect Yoga Workout has two complete yoga routines.
They are presented in a fitness class environment complete with “classmates.” The Crunch programs are taught by certified instructors and
offer options for different skill levels. The two, forty minute workouts
provide complete programs. The Fat Burning Workout is more energetic than Total Yoga. The Crunch series offers a number of different programs including “Cardio Abs,” “Tae Bo,” “Boot Camp,” and a number
of other titles. If you like to workout with a video, the Crunch series is
an excellent library to have.
Choose a program or DVD that you enjoy. Luckily most of the
DVDs are available at a reasonable price online at Amazon.com. If you
find you like a certain series, check out the other titles available.
Question I have been having a lot of pain in my lower back. Is there
anything I can do about it?
Answer Back pain is the most common pain-related complaint. The
lower back is the true “Achilles heel” of the human body. The muscles of
the lower back are relatively small and weak. They are surrounded by
larger, more powerful muscles. People rarely exercise their lower back
muscles causing an imbalance that can lead to pain.
There are many causes of lower back pain. The disks separating the
bones of the spine can become deformed. This is called a “herniated
disk.” The lumbar region (the lower back) of the spine is prone to stress
Continued on the Next Page
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"Lanny does an outstanding job
of boiling down all the mental training
mumbo jumbo to a form anyone can
understand and benefit from. His book is
easy to read and understand and I
recommend it at all my seminars.“
—Jay Bars
Olympic Gold Medalist - Archery

8 Audio
Cassettes
$100.00
or
6 CDs
$125.00

Lanny Bassham
Olympic Gold Medalist
World Champion.
Over 20 years
experience teaching
mental performance
to elite shooters.

1-800-879-5079
www.lannybassham.com

Continued from the Previous Page

“Many physical therapists
and doctors do not have a
good understanding of
archery. It may help to take
your bow into your therapist
and explain how an archery
shot works.”

training.
Strengthening
your
abdominal and back muscles
will help in stabilizing your
back. For archers, an improper archery stance along with
the repetitions of archery
training can lead to severe
lower back pain. Work with your coach or another archer
to make sure your archery stance is properly balanced.
(Annette has written an entire article on balance for archers.
Look for it in the very next issue. Ed.) Other factors are
shoes that do not offer enough support, poor posture,
and excessive weight especially abdominal weight.

related injuries and fractures.
Excessive strain on the muscles of the lower back can
result in debilitating pain.
It is important to pay
attention to the pain. When
does the pain present itself?
What activities seem to exacerbate it? Is it constant? How does it feel? Does it burn?
Is it sharp? Does anything relieve the pain? If you have
had lower back pain for over six months, it is best to see
a medical doctor to rule out serious injury.
Simple, muscle related back pain can be alleviated by
exercises. A stretching and strength training program can
help with the pain. An excellent stretch for post-activity
back pain is the Yoga pose called the “downward dog.”
Start by lying on your stomach on an exercise mat or carpeted floor. Tuck your hands under you shoulders. Push
your hips up toward the ceiling so your body forms and
inverted “V.” Hold this pose for a minute, pushing the
palms of your hands into the floor. Lower your body
back down. Repeat.
Simple side stretches are another good exercise for
lower back pain. Stand with your feet hip-width apart.
Reach your right arm over your head, your left hand is
on your waist. Bend to the left, keeping your hips stable.
Hold for a count of five and return to the central position. Repeat on the left side. This exercise can also be
performed while sitting in a chair. Make sure you are sitting with a straight spine.
A third exercise is the pelvic tilt. Lie on your back,
knees bent, palms flat on the floor. Push your pelvis
toward the ceiling while keeping your head and shoulders firmly on the ground. Hold for ten seconds and
lower. Repeat five times.
It will also help to strengthen your lower back. An
ideal exercise is The Bow. Lie on your stomach with your
arms extended over your head. Raise your feet and your
arms up, forming a bow shape with your body. Hold for
a count of five and release. Repeat five times.
A final stretch is the cat. Kneel on your hands and
knees. Push your back up into a classic black cat stretch,
hold for a count of five, and release.

Question I am recovering from a wrist injury and my
physical therapist will not let me shoot. Do I have to listen to them?
Answer Well, yes.
Your physical therapist and your doctor have your
best interests in mind. Recovering from an injury is never
fun especially if you are feeling completely healed. Your
medical team should be monitoring your recovery and
they will let you know when you can resume activities.
However, many physical therapists and doctors do
not have a good understanding of archery. It may help to
take your bow into your therapist and explain how an
archery shot works. Your therapist may be surprised and
allow you to start shooting again.
You may also want to make sure your therapist has
experience working with athletes. The “regular” person
will have different goals from their therapy than the athlete. Talk to your therapist about your recovery plan and
be an active participant in your recovery.

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pennsylvania. She has been shooting for
 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last seven years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.

Yoga is an excellent exercise choice for improving the
strength and flexibility of the lower back. Stability ball
training is often used in physical therapy programs targeting the lower back. Stability balls are giant exercise
balls. They can be found in sporting goods stores. Most
come with a basic videotape of exercises. Stability balls
can be used for balance, flexibility, and some strength
a r c h e r y
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• Highest quality materials
• Excellence in workmanship
• Outstanding accuracy
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patent #36,266

• Total dependability

Deb Oltz

Special Feature

Sizing Up
Petite Archers
When Robin Hood and his merry men needed bows
and arrows, they sized up bow staves to make the
proper-sized equipment for each man. In our high
tech world, very few people make their own equipment for any sport. In fact, with machined risers and
laminated carbon or fiberglass limbs specialized tooling is required for each model, forcing manufacturers
to limit the number of variances within each design.
This often results in a mainstream product that is
suitable for the “average” sized person. Consequently,
bow shops build their inventories around the “average” sized equipment. Petite shooters typically are
“non-average” sizes.

T

Though some manufacturers offer “non-average”
components, your bow shop may have to special
order them. Special ordering has advantages and
disadvantages. The big advantage is your ability to
create a custom design, by selecting the components, colors and options you desire. Disadvantages
are higher prices, lengthy delays, and making the
commitment. It’s hard to
commit to an order of
equipment that you haven’t
had the opportunity to see
or try. Also, if you are looking for used equipment,
your options will be very
limited. Most of the equipment challenges are encountered with petite
women in getting a bow to fit. Draw weight is
often the biggest challenge for a new shooter.
Smaller-framed beginners, especially women, usually do not possess the strength to draw  or 
lbs. Shorter draw lengths and cam selections on

compound bows complicate the problem.
What are your options if you are a petite
shooter? The challenges are different depending on
what level of shooter you are. Beginning shooters
have different options than intermediate or
advanced shooters. A major variable is the type of
shooting you want to do. A setup for hunting
should be very different than a pure target bow.
And -D shooters have specialized requirements,
too. As a beginner, setup will not be as dependent
on which target you are shooting at, but it gets
more complicated as you progress. Let’s look at the
issues separately by level of shooter, even though
some issues will overlap.
Beginner Petite Shooters
Strength will most likely be the # issue. Before
buying equipment, you must at least be measured
and fitted. If drawing a  lb bow is difficult or
impossible, you will be hard to fit. Hopefully, the
bow shop has some lighter poundage bows to get
you measured. Ask if you
can borrow a plastic kids
bow to practice pulling to
build the muscles you will
need.
Stretch bands or exercise
cords will also work to get
you using the pulling
motions and strengthen them. Slow, gradual repetitions are best, a couple times a day over a few
weeks. Don’t get too eager and tear a muscle.
What about draw length? Most of the bow
manufacturers consider a –-inch draw length
“average.” They offer some designs, usually lower

“Before buying
equipment, you must
at least be measured
and fitted.”

a r c h e r y
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“Staying focused on fit
rather than preferences
will assure the best choices
for positive shooting form
and performance.”

end models in  – ˝ draw
lengths. Youth equipment is usually available in shorter -˝ draw
length options but with much less
sophistication than adult models.
Cam or limb selections will also be
limited. Beginners should be more
interested in a proper fit to help
them develop good shooting form. Try to get started with
a less expensive setup that fits you well. You will be able to
develop proper shooting form, etiquette, and style if you
are comfortable. As you progress, you will eventually need
to replace your beginner’s equipment, but you will have a
more solid understanding of your style and goals.
Beginner shooters should not be concerned about
arrow speed or competitive scores. Radical cams, short
limbs, short brace heights or heavy draw weights will hinder your ability to rapidly improve on form and repeat
good shots. Give yourself time to get to know your equipment and gain some confidence.

ponents on your old bow?
• Have you had your setup
reviewed for centershot, timing,
levelness, etc. lately?
• Are there changes other than in
the bow to create methods to
improve?
• What other options are available
for your shooting style?
Even though it is great to get a new bow, it sure can be
disappointing if nothing improves once you get that new
setup. Before replacing the bow, it would be wise to try
some new components while you are familiar with the current setup. Try a release change. Whether you shoot fingers
or mechanical release, many options are available. Make
sure you understand and use back tension, a difficult concept, but a definite path to more accurate shooting. Perhaps
a different stabilizer, rest or sight setup would alter your feel
enough to make a difference. If you really have your mind
set on a new bow, be adventurous. Try to go to a major
tournament just to look. Check out different manufacturers and look at other people’s equipment, most archers will
let you look, maybe feel, and sometimes even shoot it. Try
the Internet. Some sites offer chat areas where you can even
ask if anyone has a particular bow or setup. Try to call the
manufacturers and ask questions. Being somewhat aggressive will help you make the right decision.

Intermediate Shooters
Wow, this is getting to be fun and already you are feeling
positive about your ability.
You’ve determined that you would like to bring your
equipment in line with your shooting preferences and ability. You’ve obviously gained some strength and know your
draw length and shooting style. But, you don’t see any bows
in the bow shop that fit you.
Grab some catalogs and publications. Talk to your bow
shop Pro. Most shops carry one or two manufacturers’
brands. Some brands have more equipment for the petite
shooter than others. Look at the specifications in the manufacturers’ catalogs and see what they offer in your size.
Your shop pro should be able to give you some input on the
variances that can be altered to help. For example: If your
draw length is 7⁄8˝, can a ˝ draw length be made to fit
with a different cam? Or will longer limbs make a shorter
riser more forgiving for target archery?
If you can’t find anything in your bow shop catalogs to
fit, check magazines, and talk to other shooters about other
brands and what they have to offer.

O

Overall, petite shooters do have options. It is true that they
can’t just walk into a shop and expect the same fast service
as the average sized archer. But there are many different
ways to approach the shooting requirements, some of
which may not be the “average” or conventional methods.
Staying focused on fit rather than preferences will assure
the best choices for positive shooting form and performance. Once the proper fit is obtained, the petite shooter
can prove that size and strength do not necessarily make the
archer!

Debbra Oltz lives in a small town in
Central New York with her husband
and three dogs. She is the mother of
one and grandmother of two. She is an
Internet Product Manager in a challenging career living a diversified and
active life. Her father started her
interest in archery as a child, but
many years passed before she and her
husband began competing nine years
ago. She likes to compete in multiple styles and has won the New York
State Indoor Bowhunter Freestyle Championship twice and has been
second in the Freestyle class several times. Now her interests are leaning
toward trying a recurve bow. Deb really enjoys promoting archery, assisting new archers and encouraging everyone to have fun. Writing about
archery is another challenge she is exploring.

Advanced Shooters
Serious competition requires serious equipment. However,
by now you have established the style you prefer, the
options that work for you and the budget that you have.
Unfortunately, you have probably already established a loyalty to a certain name brand which doesn’t offer much in
your size setup. Your options may be determined by which
concessions you are willing to make.
• Will you change manufacturers and try a different model?
• Do you really need a new bow, or can you upgrade coma r c h e r y
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Coaching Archery

Tim Scronce

Beginnings . . .
In the beginning there was Beast and Man. Soon
Man found the food chain and our main goal in life
was learning to stay at the top of that chain. Tools
were developed and soon came the bow. There are
lots of different views on how the bow came to be,
and it would be cool to go back in time to that
moment. Ugh, the caveman, sits quietly by his fire
and accidentally places a string on a stick and says.
. . well, ugh! What a moment! From that instant on
a second invention came to be . . . coaching.

N

Now that may be stretching things a bit, but
what began as a way to
survive has touched a
lot of people across the
years. When individuals have sought to
master the bow there
has always been someone to teach the art. In
the years I have been
shooting and coaching, I have learned
that archers are a sharing group. Always
helping and giving
suggestions.
Never
asking for anything in
return. All of this
brings us to my
topic—teaching
beginners.
a r c h e r y
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Teaching a new archer can be a fun and
rewarding experience. Both coach and student
learn as they go. Age makes no difference. Maybe
you just want to work with your own kids.
Chances are you “got volunteered” to work with
a youth group of some kind. The fun has just
begun.
Communication
Communication is a big issue. You have to
understand what a student wants to accomplish
and, on the other hand, the student has to be able
to understand what
you are teaching. It’s
kind of like telling a
9-year old archer to
take their bow in their
hand, balanced into
the pivot point,
assume the stance,
nock an arrow onto
the center serving,
place your index finger above the arrow,
the second and third
finger below the
arrow, draw the string
to anchor and relax
the draw hand fingers
so that the stored
kinetic energy can cast
the arrow downrange

f o c u s

into the selected target. In reality . . . they don’t want to do that
stuff; they just want to shoot an
arrow! Hmmmm.
Begin your archers as simply
as possible. The nine steps are
great—Stance, Nock, Set, PreDraw, Draw, Anchor, Aim,
Release, and Follow-through,
but is the archer you are teaching capable of understanding the
differences? Adults learn differently from kids. Keep your terminology age appropriate. If you are going to use the
Nine Steps have a poster with example pictures available.
People like to be able to have their “hands on” when
learning. It doesn’t make much sense to teach someone
about archery without showing them the equipment. It’s
kind of like going to the movies and keeping your eyes
closed the whole time. You only get half the information.
A child learns better if they have a bow in their
hands. Remember show and tell? Having the bow in
their hands makes it easier for you to explain why we
place our fingers the way we do instead of the way
grandpa taught them to pinch the arrow on. It also gets

“In reality . . . they
don’t want to do that stuff;
they just want to
shoot an arrow!”
them used to handling the physical weight of the equipment.
Suit up your archer with a quiver, arm guard, and
finger protection of some kind. Explain each piece of
equipment as you go. Make sure they understand. Don’t
leave it up to them to ask questions . . . ask questions for
them. Explain all the safety issues. Go over the range
rules. Make sure they understand you are in charge and
that the rules will be enforced 100%!
“The Oreo”
A great teaching technique is called “The Oreo
Technique.” The best thing about this method is that it
teaches an archer to focus on exactly what you want to
work on. The Oreo is a positive reinforcement technique.
Archery should be a positive, fun sport and negative
remarks, no matter how innocent, lower self esteem.
a r c h e r y
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As with an oreo cookie having three parts, so does the oreo
method. The cookie, the cream,
and the other cookie. As I go
thru the steps I’ll give an example of each.
Step 1 The Cookie Look for
something good the archer is
doing correctly. This helps reinforce correct behavior and establishes a line of communication.
For example: “Your stance
looks very good and relaxed.”
Step 2 The Cream Without telling the archer what
they are doing wrong, give them instruction on what you
want them to do right. Sound difficult? Come on, it’s not
that tough.
For example: An archer is continually dropping his
bow arm while shooting. If you tell them “not to do
something” they will only concentrate on what you told
them not to do. So say, ”Keep your bow arm up and
straight until the arrow hits the target.” Simple.
Step 3 The Other Cookie Okay, we’ve established
our line of communication and used positive reinforcement to correct a problem. Let the archer make the shot
and then follow-up with a compliment on what they just
learned.
For example: “Your bow arm looked much better.
Very good.”
This not only enforces the lesson but also gains you
respect as an understanding coach. Even if the archer
doesn’t succeed, remain positive and just start The Oreo
over.
Form
The first step is making sure each archer knows how to
properly stand. Having a line of some type on the floor
or ground makes a good reference point. Don’t just tell
them to stand with one foot on either side of the line but
show them exactly what you want them to do. Explain
how their shoulders should align with the target and an
imaginary line should flow across the shoulders, down
the outstretched bow arm and to the target. Only the
head should turn to look at the target. If you are teaching a first time archer now would be a good time to
explain instinctive shooting—“Look directly at the target
and ignoring the bow, focus, and shoot.” A few lessons in
mimetics should help enforce this.
Mimetics? What? You know . . . practicing using
your imagination. No equipment. Just hold your imagif o c u s

first joint of the fingers. For some
nary bow, load, draw, and
smaller children it is okay to set all
release. Not only is this a good
three fingers under the arrow. Some
way to demonstrate but it also
people just can’t seem to separate the
helps develop muscle memory. I
fingers properly. (How many times
once told a class of young
did you practice before you got the
archers we were going to use
Vulcan Salute correct? Live long and
mimetics and explained the
prosper.)
word came from mime. When I
asked if anyone knew what a
Executing the Shot
mime was a small voice in the
So much to do before the actual
group said, “. . . they are the
shot. Whew! Instruct each archer
silent people.” Believe me, kids
are more intelligent than you When the elbow is right, it acts like a hinge that allows that you want them to follow along
with you on their bows. Make sure
think. Gets back to that com- the bow to swing toward the chest.
they understand that they are not to shoot. Now is the
munication thing.
All archers at some point just have to be molded to time to show them how to draw an arrow from the quiver
shoot properly. If you must touch an archer, ask permis- and attach (nock) it onto the string. Explain that the
sion. Then only touch with the back of an open hand, index fletch faces away from the bow and the arrow lays
explaining as you go. Also, never take a bow away from on the arrow rest. If you are using nock locators, place
an archer to demonstrate. It’s much more effective to the arrow under the locator. Now have them wait while
have them hold it while you mold them into the form you demonstrate the draw without completing the shot.
Demonstrate a good anchor. “Index finger to the
you want.
Always tell them exactly what you want them to do. corner of the smile” seems to work very well as a descripNot what you don’t want them to do. For example, if I tion of a classic high anchor point. A good, constant
tell you not to think about pink elephants; what do you anchor point will help develop consistency. Explain to
think about? A command like “Hold your bow arm out them that whatever anchor you decide on should be the
straight.” tells them an exact action that accomplishes same every shot. Step to the side and let them try their
exactly what you want. This is the basis of positive com- first shot while you watch. Usually it is ideal to help each
one individually with the first
munication. Try not to use negshot. Have them tilt the loaded
ative terms such as don’t, never,
bow about 45 degrees to the
or can’t. These leave negative
floor and set their fingers on the
impressions.
string. Begin the draw pulling
Once each archer has been
the string to anchor point while
taught to stand properly explain
keeping your focus on the target.
to them how to hold the bow.
If, at this point, the archer is
Place the hand onto the handle
and show them how to hold loosely. Position the elbow straining to pull the string or shaking at full draw it may
correctly facing out away from the bow. One thing we be time to see if the bow draw weight is to heavy.
like to do is show them that if the bow is held correctly Decrease the draw weight in 5 pound increments and
the bow arm will act like a door hinge and the bow can find a comfortable weight.
Once at anchor instruct them to relax the draw finmove toward the chest (see photo).
Place an arrow on your bow. Put your hand on the gers and let the arrow fly on it’s on. Keep in mind that if
bowstring to show where the fingers go for holding and you tell a first time archer to “let go” you will most
drawing. This way there is a visual reference for the assuredly be picking up the bow from the floor. Make
archer. They see exactly where their fingers need to go. sure they understand to just release the string. Remind
No-gloves are great for this. No-gloves? Rubber devices them to hold the bow arm out toward the target until
that go on the string and act as finger protection as well they hear the arrow strike the target.
They missed? Big deal. If, after several shots, the
as setting the fingers correctly on the string. Ask your
local pro-shop…and let him put them on. Unless you archer is still not achieving success; move the target closhave a lot of time and patience. Set the string into the er. It is a good ideal not to use a target face but to shoot

“Everyone has to make
mistakes so they can
learn and move on to
higher levels.”
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them.” Be able to find them. Help
a blank bale so the archer isn’t woryour archer develop not only
ried about hitting the 10 ring in
physically but emotionally and
the beginning.
mentally. Be the mentor and role
Always remember, the archers
model. They will reach out to you
are there to shoot, not to listen to
for all they need to know about
you rant and rave about things.
the sport; be responsible and guide
Everyone has to make mistakes so
them. There are many organizathey can learn and move on to
tions out there to help you succeed
higher levels.
as a coach. Find them and further
Once the archer is consistentyour own skills. Be there for them.
ly hitting the bale, move it back a
You are not only a coach but a
bit. Small increments. Don’t push
use of No-Gloves makes placing the fingers on the
friend. The rewards you are about
them faster than they can progress The
string easy.
to receive from coaching are often
successfully. Begin explaining follow-through. Sliding the draw hand back after release unsung, but well worth the effort. Go forth and make a
and touching the ear is a good one and is easy to under- difference. Someone will benefit from it.
stand. Discuss where arrows are hitting and help the
archer learn to recognize what may have caused certain
groupings.
All Equal
While coaching the important thing to remember is to
treat everyone as equals. Most coaches tend to direct
their teaching to the better athletes and ignore someone
who may not be doing as well.
In 1976 Lou Ann Ryon won a Gold Medal in the
Olympics for archery even though years before her coach
had told her she would never be an archer and advised
her to quit. Always be aware that there might be a Lou
Ann Ryon among your students. Don’t make the mistake
of overlooking them just because they “haven’t gotten it
yet.” Teach all of your students as if you know that someday they will stand tall and wear the Gold with pride. So
what if during the interview they just thank mom . . . we
know who got them there.

Tim Scronce and his wife

Sandi are both NAA Level 3
Coaches. Tim has been
involved in archery since
around the age of seven. He
shoots compound, recurve,
and occasionally longbow.
He competes regularly, when
time permits. Sandi and
Tim teach and certify Level
1 and Level 2 instructors,
work with Girl and Boy Scouts thru archery, coach in a JOAD program, and have a range at home to teach privately. In the past three
years, they have used archery to raise money for the American
Cancer Society, the Union County Lions Club and the Sun Valley
Community Fair supporting five schools in the area. Tim does commercial heating and air conditioning. They have two children
(Crystal and TJ) who both shoot recurve and compete as well. They
are proud to add that Crystal spent two years working on getting an
archery club going in her high school which became a reality in
February 2002. She now attends North Carolina State where she
plans to help re-instate the college’s archery team.

“Always remember, the
archers are there to shoot,
not to listen to you rant
and rave about things.”
Follow-up
End each session with a game of some kind. Balloons are
great. You can play, too! Review setbacks and achievements. Have your archer keep a journal. This will help
later when changes to the equipment are made and need
to be remembered. Someone once said, “A smart man
doesn’t know all the answers, but knows where to find
a r c h e r y
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John Vetterli

Lessons from the Martial Arts

Recurve Tech 200

Patience
How many times has your grandmother told you
“patience is a virtue”? If you are like me, it took about
twenty years or so to figure out what that phrase really
means.

A

As I write this article, I am looking at my sword rack
on top of my bookcase. This particular rack holds
three swords. The katana, a beautiful tulipwood
bokken, and a mighty white oak subrito (see photo).
When you begin the study of Japanese swordsmanship the bokken (bo – wood, ken – sword) is the
first weapon you learn to use until you have mastered the basics of control, body/weapon awareness,
and safety. Just because the sword is made of wood
does not make it any less
lethal than its steel brother. The tip of a sword is
moving faster than 120
miles per hour when it
strikes the target. If you
could swing a baseball bat
that fast you would be the
all-time undisputed king
of home runs in the history of mankind. So the use
of the bokken in the hands of a novice is still a very
dangerous thing.
Back to patience. As I look at the well-worn
handle of my trusted bokken, I am reminded of the
many months of training with it. I cannot recount
how many times my teacher corrected me as I struggled with this new weapon. After almost a year, I
was finally allowed to bring my new, custom handmade katana to class and begin, as I saw it, my real
training. Since then I have performed the katas of
my Ryu thousands of times. What was once awkward and mechanical is now graceful and fluid.
Every now and then my Sensei will have me go back

to the bokken. The first dozen or so times he did
this I felt that I was being punished or ridiculed in
some way. It took me a long time to put my ego
behind me and realize that one of the things Harris
Sensei was teaching me was patience. I took to
swordsmanship quickly and once I started to understand the basics I began to progress very rapidly. My
Sensei knew that if he did not help to regulate my
pace, I would not learn all that the sword had to
teach me. I could be an amazingly efficient killing
machine. I was learning the techniques quickly, but
at the pace I was running, I was not able to see the
subtleties of form or taking the time to gain a philosophical understanding of that wondrous art. I was
trapped in the American
world of “I want this and
I want it right now.” I call
it the “McDonalds phenomenon.” You know, a
cheap hamburger in one
minute is okay. Most of us
do not wait for a slowly
cooked steak that is heaven. Most westerners have lost the concept of
patience in this modern world of “I want what I
want and I want it now, damn it.”

“Most westerners have lost
the concept of patience in
this modern world of
‘I want what I want and I
want it now, damn it.’”

O
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Okay Grasshopper I see it’s time to pack your bags, we
are going on another philosophical road trip.

Yep, we are. I have had many discussions with my
archery coach about this topic. He has a large Junior
Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) program
and this is something that frustrates him a great
deal. He has several parents of students that expect
their kid to be able to shoot a  FITA because
they have been paying for lessons for a couple of

f o c u s

the adult archery stumonths and they have
dent. I have heard many
spared no expense on
times from other archers
their child’s equipment.
statements like: “My
The real problem is not
coach just doesn’t get it.
just the parents but also
He is holding me back. I
their kids. The parents
know I can develop
have taught their chilfaster on my own.”
dren that if you spend
These seem to be a comenough money, you
mon thoughts when a
should get the desired
coach wants to change
results. The child has no
something in an archer’s
concept of “hard work
shooting form or equipequals great results.”
And the parent demands At the bottom is a katana (more properly a Shinken (“new sword”), as it was made ment. Every time you
from the coach that by a modern sword smith. At right is the boken, this one was custom made from change or adjust somewhich he cannot possibly tulipwood. At the left is the Subrito, made of a dense white oak, used to develop thing, your scores usually
strength and power.
drop until the changes
deliver. The level of performance is not up to him. It comes from the heart of the become a part of your shooting routine. After some patience and a lot of hard work, most of the suggested changes
student.
Two years ago, I purchased a new Hoyt AeroTec riser will improve your results. It appears to me that most of us
and Hoyt FX limbs. It just so happens that I live in the same become resistant to change after we reach a certain level of
city in which Hoyt Archery resides and because of that performance. If you never change what you do or how you
many of Hoyt’s National Shooting Staff train at the same think, the rest of the world will just leave you behind. It is
range that I do. When I arrived one evening to train, George unfortunate that many students abandon professional
Tekmitchov, the engineer that designed my riser and limbs instruction at this point and their progression eventually
became very concerned with my choice of limbs. He asked stalls out. Sooner or later it will inevitably drop.
me what my FITA round score average was. When I told
him about  he notified me that the FX limb is designed Patience, such a simple thing to contemplate, yet, quite
for archers who shoot above  and I would not be able another to implement. If we all were to apply a little more
to use them effectively. Well, I thought, “Yah, whatever, you patience, not just in archery, bit in every aspect of our lives,
egotistical jerk.” It just so happens that George was right. I everything would run a little smoother, seem a little clearstruggled to improve my scores for two years with those er, and the rest of the world will be a much nicer place to
limbs and I just couldn’t do it. It turns out that I was the live in.
egotistical jerk. This year I asked him for his recommendation regarding which of the Hoyt limbs I should try. He suggested that for a shooter of my level, I should try the new John Vetterli lives in Salt Lake City,
G3 limbs. What a difference those limbs made in my shoot- Utah where he is a professional
He is married and has a
ing. I now have the perfect equipment set up for my per- Firefighter.
daughter. His martial arts history
formance level. If I had just been patient at the beginning began in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in
and purchased a set of Vector limbs that George had first the karate form of Wado Ryu (the way
suggested I would have spent the last couple of years of peace or harmony). Osaka Sensei
improving instead of fighting the equipment. That’s why instilled in him the desire to always
why we do things not how. He
before you ever touch a steel sword, you first learn with a know
began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido
wooden one. In my quest for a rapid improvement of my (the art of the Japanese sword) in
performance, I turned to the almighty dollar and tried to do 1998. The study of morals, ethics, philosophy, and Japanese culwhat my coach calls “buying points.” My supposed shortcut ture were as important as learning to wield the sword. He curonly cost me a couple of years and about  dollars for a set rently holds the rank of black belt in Eishin Ryu from the All
Japan Kendo/Iaido Federation. He came into competitive archery
of limbs that now sit in a closet.
in 2001 and has been competing nationally since 2002. He cur-

P

A

rently holds a NAA level 2 instructor certification and is actively
pursuing his Level 3 certification.

Another observation I have made regarding patience is of
a r c h e r y
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Michael Hojnacki

Special Feature

Traveling For
Your Sport in an
Age of High Security
Traveling these days is not so easy when you talk
about travel by airplane. Airport security, baggage
restrictions, longer check-ins, all can contribute to
stress while traveling for archery tournaments. This
article is a primer on how to reduce that stress and
anxiety and save you some dollars when flying.

B

Baggage To reduce or eliminate excess charges
on your journey, be sure you can travel with no
more than two checked bags (or even one—see
photos at right), and none should be over 
pounds as now the airlines are charging  to 
dollars for excess weight or baggage.
Check-in Be sure you clearly state that you have
a bow and arrow when checking in. The airlines
will make you lock the bow case. Some of the
airlines may even want you to declare it as a
firearm and sign a waiver and place a sticker
inside of the case declaring it to be unloaded.
United seems to be the one that I have had that
problem with. Continental, Delta and
Northwest seem less likely to have this necessity.
You should also declare the bag at the
Transportation and Safety Administration
screening. I find that the security people are very
accommodating and will let you wait for the case
to pass inspection. They may ask to look inside
so have your keys ready.
It is not a good idea anymore to cover hard
bowcases with stickers from archery events as
this is a clue to less-than-scrupulous baggage
handlers that there is something special in the
case.
Baggage Claim Some airlines will hold your
bow case at the service office. They understand
a r c h e r y
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the value of your case and its contents and treat
the case like a rifle case and keep it locked in the
office for reclaiming. Keep your baggage tag
available so you can reclaim your bow case!
Some airlines unload the bow cases in the
oversized baggage area and this will again require
a claim check to get your case. Newark, Chicago,
and Atlanta are some of the airports where I have
seen this happen.
Carry-on Items Be aware of what are not
acceptable carry-ons anymore. Arrows are not
allowed in the passenger cabin, as well as stabilizer rods, or razors. Any combustible items like
butane for torches, I would not recommend
packing as these items are forbidden by the
Federal Aviation Administration and carry stiff
fines if you are caught with them in your bags.
Please follow this web link for more information
h t t p : / / w w w. t s a . g o v / p u b l i c / d i s p l a y ? c o n tent=0900051980069fcc.

I

I hope this information will help while you are
on the road to success in your archery travels!

Michael Hojnacki, one of the NAA‘s first Resident
Athletes, has an archery career that is strong and true.
Michael is a two time Texas State Champion, holder of the
Texas State FITA Record (1293), third at the 1995 US
Indoor Nationals (1166), first at the 1988 Canadian
Nationals (Adult Guest), four-time member of the US
Olympic Festival for the South Region, current President of
the Texas State Archery Association. Michael is a technician for a German press manufacturer, KBA NA. He travels weekly for his employer and has a unique view of airline travel. Expect more from Michael in the future issues
of AFm.

f o c u s

Just to show you what can be done, this is a new SKB bow case with a new High Sierra
clothing bag.

Your recurve bow goes in the bottom compartment . . .

. . . and your clothes go in the top! It is an all-in-one clothing/archery bag.
a r c h e r y
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Steve Ruis

Special Feature

7KH0RUH
7KLQJV&KDQJH
I am sure you know the rest of the saying . . . The
more things change, the more they stay the same.
The intent of the saying, I believe, is that even
though all things change, often that change is not as
fundamental as one might observe at first glance.
Such is true of our sport, archery.

I

I happened to be reading a book on
archery written in  and the above
saying popped into my head. (Please
don’t ask why I was reading a  year old archery
book, I already have a reputation for being
strange.) The book is entitled Toxophilus and
was written by one Roger Ascham (pronounced,
I am told, ash´cam—-) who was a tutor
to Henry the Eighth’s daughter, Elizabeth. Yes,
that Elizabeth, as in “the first of England.” (Please
realize a tutor was not someone employed
because Elizabeth was falling behind in her studies but a master teacher totally responsible for
Elizabeth’s education. There were no colleges that
accepted women in those days.) Roger Ascham
became in his later years an advisor and confidant
to the Queen. He was a substantial personage.

“Reading this book, if
you are so inclined, is
somewhat demanding.”
So why was this book written and why has it
hung around this long? For the answer to the second part, see “Why Toxophilus?” For the first
a r c h e r y
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part, Roger Ascham was writing in the best tradition of patriots. He saw a danger to his beloved
country and wanted to alert people to it. The
danger was that the longbow was falling into disuse. By this time firearms were becoming more
important as instruments of war and with the
invention of personal firearms, the long bow was
being superceded. Ascham felt that the bow was
too vital a weapon to be set aside. It was far
cheaper to build and shoot than were the muskets
and matchlocks of the time. And there were manifold health benefits associated with being out of
doors and exercising one’s body, especially for the
scholarly types that constituted his peer group.
“For, contrariwise, I heard myself a good husband at his book once say, that to omit study
some time of the day and some time of the
year, made as much for the increase of learning as to let the land lie some time fallow,
maketh for the better increase of the corn.”
Ascham is not only advocating “taking
breaks” (omit study some time of the day) but also
vacations (and some time of the year) to his studious colleague who is a bit of a “grind.” And you
can guess what pasttime he recommends for these
breaks. Archery!

T

Toxophilus‘ full title is “Toxophilus;
The School of Shooting” and is in
two books (much as The Lord of the
Rings is in six books, published in three volumes
or one). The first book addresses purely the need
for “Gentlemen and Yeomen” to continue taking

f o c u s

“After I rid my mind of
images of bow makers
prancing about in
women’s underthings,
I hied myself to my
trusty Oxford English
Dictionary to look up
the word “naughty.”

you.”
up the bow for the exercise of it and
Man, they were wordy. If this confor it’s utility in war. Although he
versation were to happen today, it
also decries the level of gambling
would come out something like
“at the pricks,” but that seems to be
this:
considered merely a distraction to
Tox. “Phil, Dude, what’s up?”
the pursuit of the bow for its more
Phil. “Dude, missed you at
noble aspects. (For the salaciouspractice.”
minded, the “pricks” are the targets
at the target range. It was what you
“pricked” with the sharp point of an arrow.)
There are some interesting parts in Book 1, but first
Not only do they need twice as many
a warning. Reading this book, if you are so inclined, is
words (thrice, even) as you would today
somewhat demanding. For example, the first sentence in
to make a point, they use some . . . difthe dedication (which was to Henry the Eighth from ferent . . . vocabulary. At one point Ascham/Toxophilus
whom he was seeking recognition and favor; Ascham was begins to decry “naughty bowyers.” After I rid my mind of
no dummy) was  words long. We tend to favor sen- images of bow makers prancing about in women’s undertences a wee bit shorter now. Toxophilus is written as a things, I hied myself to my trusty Oxford English
dialogue between two
Dictionary to look up the
friends,
Toxophilus
word “naughty.“ Ascham
(Latin for “lover of the
was using the word to
bow or archery,” Roger
mean “as naught” with
Ascham in thin disguise)
naught being zero. It
and Philologus (Latin for
meant “worthless” in the
“lover of the word,” a
s.
scholar/colleague
of
So, let the reader
Toxophilus by the name
beware!
of John Cheke). When
But I will comment
Philologus stops by for
on two things before
the chat which is the
moving on to Book . In
whole book, Toxophilus
Book , Ascham/Toxophasks,
ilus comments on a num“But what news drave
ber of things, one being to
you hither, I pray you?”
answer the question, “Just
to which Philologus rewho do you think you are
plies,
to pretend to teach
“Small news truly ; but
archery?” Apparently in
as I came on walking,
the s there were peoI fortuned to come
ple, like we have today,
with three or four that
who think that only
went to shoot at the
champions have any crepricks ; and when I
dentials to be coaches.
saw you not amongst
Ascham answers the questhem, but at the last
tion sparing not a whit of
espied you looking on
ridicule.
your book here so (seri“Yet in writing this
ously), I thought to
book, some men will
come and hold you
marvel perchance, why
with some communithat I, being an unperof Elizabeth Tudor at the age of about 12, at about the time of
cation, lest your book Athelikeness
fect
shooter, should take
first publication of Toxophilus and about three years before Roger
Continued on the Next Page
should run away with Ascham took up her tutelage.

N
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A portrait of Henry the Eighth and his family at the time of the publication of Toxophilus. Henry has his wife (Jane Seymour) and his heir
(Edward) next to him with the female offspring marginalized. Elizabeth
is at the right.

in hand to write of making a perfect archer : the
same man, peradventure, will marvel how a whetstone, which is blunt, can make a knife edge sharp.”
I share Ascham’s sentiments in that, as a college
teacher of 30+ years experience, I have not taught a single thing I discovered myself. And in some sports (baseball comes to mind), it is not often that star players make
the transition to great coaches. So, buck up all you struggling archery coaches, you don’t have to be a champion
to be a great coach. You can quote Roger Ascham!
The second point before moving on, in the vein of
“the more things change . . .” Ascham warns of, well
shady pro shops and manufacturers!
“I trust that no man will be offended with this little
book, except it be some fletchers and bowyers, thinking hereby that many that love shooting be taught to
refuse such naughty wares as they would utter.
Honest fletchers and bowyers do not so, and they that
be unhonest, ought rather amend themselves for
doing ill, than being angry at me for saying well.”
Ware the unscrupulous pro shop owners! Avert the
naughty (there’s that word again) manufacturers!

the Ten Ring,” we get five steps—“Standing, knocking,
drawing, holding, loosing whereby cometh fair shooting.”
Like all good instruction manuals, Ascham goes through
the various pieces of archery tackle—“bracer (armguard),
shooting glove, string, bow, and shaft (arrows).” He covers what makes good and bad examples of these and how
to maintain them. He warns of having “nails” in your
armguard, which I consider still good advice. They didn’t have Velcro or elastic in those days, but nails?! (I
believe he meant decorative bosses were not to be used,
but I have had students who didn’t want to wear their
armguards and I have threatened to nail them on, so
maybe he was serious.)
The five steps are not the only aspects of successful
shooting. To accomplish his shot an archer must also:
“To mark his standing, to shoot compass, to draw
evermore like, to loose evermore like, to consider the
nature of the prick, in hills and dales, in straight
plains and winding places, and also to espy his
mark.”
And there was always the weather to deal with. All
components of a succesful modern shot are recognized
and clearly had been discussed, at length, over centuries.
Ascham recommends that you buy your bows (like an
archer) instead of make them (like a bowyer) then shoot
them in using heavy shafts (sink him with dead heavy
shafts) then take the bow back to a master bowyer to
make sure there are no weak places in the bow, that it

M

Most of you will find the Book  more
interesting as it is here that Ascham/
Toxophilus delivers his basic instruction
in how to shoot “perfectly.” Right away, he advocates the
two things that are required to shoot accurately at targets—“Shooting straight, and keeping of a length.”
At first I thought that “keeping of a length” meant to
keep a consistent draw length; after all they were shooting longbows. But he meant much more than that.
Ascham didn’t break things down as far as we do today.
“Keeping of a length” includes keeping a consistent draw
length, but it includes having a clean “loose” of the string
(release) and all of the other components of a consistent,
strong shot so that the arrow flies the same distance each
time. Simply put “shooting straight, and keeping of a
length” means shooting straight at the target, the same
distance each time.
Ascham/Toxophilus follows this quickly with his
now famous shot sequence. Instead of the “Nine Steps to

“He warns of having ‘nails’ in
your armguard, which I consider still good advice.”
“pull full compass” which I interpret to mean that the
bow, at full draw, has a circular aspect with all parts of the
bow bending evenly. This is quite in keeping with the
practices of modern bowyers.
As to arrows, Ascham warns of shafts too weak or too
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neck awry . . . other(s) heave their hand now up
now down, that a man cannot discern wherat they
would shoot ;. . . Another maketh such a wrestling
with his gear, as though he were able to shoot no
more as long as he lived. . . . Another make a
wrenching with his back, as though a man pinched
him behind . . . ”
Sounds like the practice line at my club on club
shoot day. And Ascham goes on for several pages of this.
I think he covered Bernie Pellerite’s  Form Flaws and
then some.
Ascham tempers this somewhat shorthy thereafter by
having Toxophilus say:
“Of these faults I have very many myself ; but I talk
not of my shooting, but of the general nature of
shooting. Now imagine an archer that is clean without all these faults, and I am sure every man would
delight to see him shoot.”
Ascham is talking to the men of the nation (remember his primary concern is for the bow as an instrument
of war) and appealing to their vanity. Think of all of the

strong for the bow (proper arrow spine) and against
shooting arrows of the wrong length as longbow arrows
were used as draw checks. You pulled until the pile
(point) of the arrow was on your finger. In this way one
kept a constant draw length. This information was critical because these bows were “self bows,” that is made of
a single piece of wood and, hence, rather easily broken.
Draw a bow with a too-long arrow and “crack” you are
looking for an unnaughty bowyer to buy a new bow.
Ascham goes into which woods make good bows and
which good arrows. Some of the wood names he uses are
now obscure. Of course all the details of making good
arrows, what kinds of feathers, etc. are covered, but not
as an instructional guide of how to make these things but
more as a buying guide for the modern archer. (Ascham
was a man of means who could afford to buy all of his
equipment.)

A

Ascham is in fine fettle when he gets
around to describing the form of the
archers he sees at the practice range.
About archery form there is little that one can say that is
absolutely true, possibly save that to be successful, one
must be able to repeat the same actions over and over.
Everyone’s form is different. But if you were to take a
stranger to an archery field, he would surely comment on
how everyone does everything in almost the exact same
manner. What we see as differences in form are from
trained eyes. And the equipment shapes the form, just as
tennis racquets determine what you have to do to hit a
tennis ball. Having said that, we have all seen archers
whose form is so strange that we can’t take our eyes off of
them. And the feeling we have when watching them is
something akin to watching a train wreck; nothing good
can possibly come from it, we think. We all intuitively
have some sense of what kind of archery form creates
good results and which variations also work and which
do not. In Ascham’s day . . . well, hear him describe his
dismay at the poor quality of shooting form he was seeing:
“All the discommodities which ill custom have graffed
in archers, can neither be quickly pulled out, nor yet
soon reckoned of me, they be so many. Some shooteth
his head forward, as though he would bite at the
mark ; another stareth with his eyes, as though they
should fly out ; another winketh with one eye and
looketh with the other ; some make a face with
writhing their mouth and countenance so, as though
they were doing you wot what ; another holdeth his

Continued on the Next Page
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admiring attention you’ll get if you are a comely archer!
He gives himself away fully just a page from the end of
Book  where he has Toxophilus say:
“Thus, Philologue, to shoot straight is the least mastery of all, if a man order himself thereafter in his
youth.”
Here he is addressing archery as a discipline, a discipline that helps order one’s thinking and actions and prepares one for the discipline of adulthood, and not just the
discipline of being a soldier, but accepting the discipline
of one’s role in life and of one’s superiors in your culture.
He seems, to me, to be pleading to not abandon archery
for all of the admirable things archery can do for you personally and for the good of the common society.

I said in the title—the more things
change, the more they stay the same.
Archery is still a discipline that has a
great deal to offer our youth and us adults in the way of
personal development and which can give us a great deal
of pleasure aesthetically, emotionally, spiritially, and
physically. And we are somewhat in the same position of
Roger Ascham. Are we going to promote archery as well
as he did?

Steve Ruis is editor of This Magazine.

:K\7R[RSKLOXV"
syllabic). Why we continue this grotesquely archaic practice
is beyond me.)
The English language was not used for official pronouncements or documents. Only in the th century was
there a resurgence in the use of the English language. And,
even in the midst of the 16th century it was not all that common to have books printed for broad distribution (the introduction of Toxophilus is “To All Gentlemen and Yeomen of
England”) in English, so Toxophilus is a rare book, indeed.
Ascham mentions this himself early in Book —“If any man
would blame me, either for taking such a matter in hand, or else
for writing it in the English tongue, . . . He that will write well
in any tongue, must follow the counsel of Aristotle, to speak as the
common people do, to think as wise men do, . . .” Ascham anticipated being criticized for writing his book in English.
Philologists (students of language) have been studying
Toxophilus since its first publication as a signpost in the development of the English language (Some of the words used in
 were obscure by  as indicated by the editor’s footnotes in the  edition!) and we get the side benefit of learning what they thought about archery five hundred years ago.

How many books do you know that have been in print (off
and on) for over 450 years? That list would probably be quite
short. Why has Toxophilus, a treatise on archery, been reissued over and over? Yah, yah I know you are religious about
your sport, but really?
According to my sources Toxophilus has been issued,
reprinted, or reissued in at least , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , and . The issue I am using is the
 Derrydale Press version which is a reprint of  edition. What could possibly keep an archery book coming back
and coming back?
A little history lesson is needed. Almost any British high
school student can tell you what happened in England in
1066 AD—the Battle of Hastings. What they might not be
able to tell you, though, is that England lost. Archery played
a significant role in the outcome of that battle with, as legend
has it, King Harold of England being arrowed in the face or
head to his death. Those of you who are history buffs may
know this. What you probably don’t know is that the
Normans did a pretty good job of subjugating the English
and their culture for hundreds of years thereafter. The English
language became the language of the downtrodden conquered while the Normans, the conquerors, spoke mostly
French. (We have a remnant of that practice in our current
legal system with phrases like “last will and testament” and
“cease and desist.” These terms mean the exact same thing
but one was directed at the common people (usually the
monosyllabic term) and one for the upper crust (usually poly-
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Steve Ruis

Buying In
In this article we address the urge of your newbie to “buy in.” There is so much cool gear and it is
relatively inexpensive. (Inexpensive? Is he crazy?
Hey, you can get a basic setup in archery for the
price of just one golf club! Archery equipment isn’t
cheap, but it is not prohibitively expensive for most
Americans.) What this article addresses is how to
counsel your brand new archer to spend his/her
money wisely.

B

Bows Obviously the focal point of the sport is
the bow and, man, are they cool. Take your
friend to a decent pro shop and he will be agog
at all of the cool bows for sale. My suggestion—
Just Say No! There are a number of reasons to
encourage them to delay their first bow purchase. For one, their draw length is not yet certain. For two, the muscles/form used to draw the
bow are not yet developed, so they will probably
be drawing substantially more draw weight in
the next year. Also, it is relatively easy to end up

with too much bow, a bow that is not very forgiving, a bow that will be frustrating or near
impossible to shoot. (If you don’t believe me,
read John Vetterli’s article in this same issue!)
Your first bow is not the bow you will be shooting in a year. You want to buy your second bow,
not your first.
Now, if your friend just has to have the latest gizmo-tech bow, be sure to have a pro fit that
new bow to them. They should be able to hold
that new bow out at arm’s length and draw it easily. If a compound bow this should be near the
bottom of the draw weight range. Both recurve
bows and compound bows can later be refit with
higher weight limbs, so if the geometry is correct
from the beginning, that bow can be made to
grow with the developing skill, form, and mus-

“Take your friend to a
decent pro shop and he
will be agog at all of the
cool bows for sale. My
suggestion—Just Say No!”
cles of your beginner. Also, smooth drawing,
round wheel compound bows can be sent back
to the factory to be fitted with higher energy
cams. And, recurve bows can be fit with “hotter”
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Back to Basics

Note—This column is one of a series in which we are focused
on the people who get the vast majority of new archers going in
our sport. I call them “archery angels.” These columns will be
going “back over the basics,” but not for the brand new archer.
These are for those of you who are the “angels” in our sport.
Please don’t consider these articles as a substitute for coach
training; we think of them as a supplement. And if you find
yourself introducing more than a few people to archery, we
urge you to get some training as a coach. We began in the last
issue with—Getting Started (Again).

square. If nothing else it is
limbs. But that first bow,
a symbol of the fact that
should be lower in draw
archers must take comweight, smooth drawing,
mand of their own equipand appropriate for their
ment at some point or
current draw length.
other. For a recurve archer,
This is especially
it is a must to check brace
important for younger
height (string height) each
archers who favor recurve
time the bow is braced.
bows. If you buy a -year
old a ˝ riser with “short”
Releases I prefer to start
limbs, by the time he is ,
all new archers shooting
you may be back for a ˝
with their fingers. You may
inch riser and “medium”
not have this prejudice or
or “long” limbs. It takes
your newbie may insist on
some time for new recurve
archers to find their full Here are the guys at my favorite pro shop, Wilderness Archery. They take shooting a release aid. I
good care of me. Take your newbie into your local pro shop and
think it is a major mistake
draw length. So, if a 66˝ really
introduce him or her around. The more folks like Mike (left) and Dan
to let a beginning archer
recurve bow seems right (right) know about their needs, the better they can serve them.
buy a release aid! There are
for now for your new
archer, should you get a ˝ riser and medium limbs or a so many styles and types to try. Should he buy a wrist
˝ riser and short limbs? The advantages and disadvan- strap release. Or hand held release? Thumb trigger or littages are quite complex. This is why we always recom- tle finger? How about triggerless releases? And, release
aids are expensive. If your beginner starts with a cheap
mend that you “try before you buy.”
release, it is a setup for disappointing results. If he starts
with an expensive release, he has so much invested in it
that he may be reluctant to change to one that is better
suited to his form. Again the recommendation here is
that he “try before he buys.” And he should try a number of different styles and manufacturers before he buys.
I feel compelled to add that if target shooting is the
Also, if you can’t get a borrowed bow to fit, purchasing a bow is in order. But save some money. Buy a bow goal, I recommend that a great first release for someone
that fits and is as easy to have success with as is possible. learning how to shoot a release aid is a triggerless one.
If it is a compound bow, go for round wheels, lower draw And not because they somehow magically force you to use
weight than you think, longer axle-to-axle lengths. If you “back tension,” but because they are really hard to
are buying a recurve bow, you can pop for a good riser,
but stick initially to lower cost limbs, typically
wood/fiberglass. When your newbie reaches their “final”
draw weight and length, then they can buy those “elite
archer” limbs they’ve been drooling over.

R

“I think it is a major mistake
to let a beginning archer buy
a release aid!”

“After a tab, the next thing I
recommend for purchase is
arrows.”

T

Tabs/Armguards/Quivers The very first thing I suggest
an archery newbie buy is a good tab. These are inexpensive enough that they can buy two or three models to try
out. Show them how to adjust/trim their tab to work
best for them. If your newbie is a recurve archer, an armguard is a must. Again, you are not talking much money
here. An inexpensive archery quiver, typically made of
Nylon fabric, is also a good purchase as it acts as a storage device for all of the new stuff they are getting.
Another good purchase is a bow square. Yes, a bow
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“punch,” not impossible but really hard. The first time I
punched one, I had to climb a tree to get my arrow back.
It is a lesson one doesn’t forget soon. I believe release
punching is the biggest hurdle to effectively shooting a
release aid, and that is why I favor such releases for training. Also, you can buy one relatively inexpensively. And,
if you refer to it as a “training” aid, they will not be as likely to fall in love with it. Really, change is hard! The release
you know is far more comfortable than the brand new
one. It takes weeks to learn how to use a new release aid.
f o c u s

A

the first set of arrows ready-made. This is just a manifestation of the KISS principle.

Arrows After a tab, the next thing I recommend for purchase is arrows. Because their draw weight and draw
length are in flux, arrows to fit them are going to change
substantially during their first several months in the
sport. Consequently, I would recommend an entry level
aluminum or all-carbon arrow. Wood arrows are too fragile, fiberglass too hard to repair, and aluminum-carbon
arrows too expensive. As to manufacturer, you can’t go
wrong by buying any of the reputable manufacturer’s
arrows.
The typical procedure is to find a shaft appropriately spined for the draw length and have them cut to the
draw length as the arrow’s length. This gives an arrow
that protrudes past the arrow rest about 3⁄4 inches. The
length past the arrow rest is for safety and fine tuning the
arrow’s dynamic spine. I don’t recommend this for beginners. For beginners, I tend to go up a size and cut the

Steve Ruis is editor of This Magazine.

“For beginners, I tend to go
up a size and cut the arrow
an inch or two longer to get
the right spine. The extra
length is for “growth.”

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

arrow an inch or two longer to get the right spine. The
extra length is for “growth.” If, as their archery muscles/form improves, their draw length goes up (recurve
archers) or they crank up the bow (compound shooters)
they need more arrow length and/or more spine. By having that -1⁄2 inches of arrow sticking out past the rest,
the length is already there and you can cut off up to an
inch to raise the effective spine of the arrow.
To be absolutely clear here that by “go up a size” I
don’t mean from -# to -# shafts as all-carbon
arrows are often sized. I am referring to aluminum arrow
sizes, e.g. a  shaft is substantially stiffer than an 
and a longer cut  can have about the same dynamic
spine as an . For the all-carbon arrows, sized by draw
weight range, I would pick the appropriate range (probably the lower one, like -#, and cut it as long as I
could while still getting acceptable arrow flight. It then
could be cut shorter later to stiffen it as an increase in
draw weight dictates.
By buying his own arrows, your newbie starts out on
the path of learning arrow tuning as well as maintenance
and repair of arrows. I wouldn’t recommend buying components and making his first set of arrows (unless he is a
“This Old House” or “Tool Time” addict). I would buy
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exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373
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ANNOUNCEMENT
THE INDOOR SEASON IS OVER!

Photo by Judy Specht

IT IS NOW SAFE TO CROSS THE
HALLWAY!
a r c h e r y
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Colin Winter

Shooting The
 NAA Indoor Nationals
Well, this is my first article for Archery Focus magazine, and I’m very happy to be writing it. I suppose
that the reason I decided to go to Salt Lake City is
that it would be a good experience; which is the reason I decide to go to most tournaments, “Just for the
experience” I say, but it really means more than that.
I go to these tournaments because it is something I
can do that I actually like to do.

Colin Winter is 13 years old and is on the Nevada
County Gold Archery Team (Nevada City, CA)
along with seven of his friends—Miles Ross, Alden
and Nelson Harris, Sierra and Ben Mora, Treliana
Borges, and Gemma Gopel.
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Youth Archery

I

I had a very uneventful trip to Salt Lake City. We
drove; it took two days. We left on Thursday early
in the morning and arrived on Friday at about
one in the afternoon, then we (my friends, Alden,
Nelson and I) hung out in the hotel room until
three o’clock then we all went to the range to
practice and to shoot in the JOAD part of the
tournament. We had a fun day, even though it
was very cramped (because the building was an
old bomb shelter).
There were three different times to shoot that
you could choose from—:AM, :PM,
:PM. I shot : the first day and : the
other two days. You would not believe the
amount of pressure that is on all of the serious
competitors! It is very hard to stay focused, which
is essential in a tournament. This was my first
time at the indoor nationals. I have been to other
national tournaments like the JOAD Outdoor
Nationals last June, but every one is a new experience, with new people and people you already
know.
I had a few mishaps during the tournament.
Half way into the third day of shooting, my sight
came loose and I shot two 4’s because I didn’t
pick up on it early enough and then later, on the
same day, my serving broke and started to unravel! Can you believe it? I’ve been to at least five
tournaments and this is the first time I have had
any problems with equipment. It just had to happen at a national tournament, didn’t it? And then
because I called an equipment failure on the serv-

ing, I had to shoot a make up end, right in the
middle of the tournament, they held every one
up while I shot my one end. With everyone
watching, I shot a ,, (), then we walked
down and scored it. Everyone clapped. (I think it
was because they were happy that they could start
shooting again.)
My goal for this tournament was to place in
the top ten (I got 11th place in the JOAD outdoor
national tournament) and I got 8th. It was a fun
experience and I would recommend it to anyone
who is serious about archery.
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Introducing UltraTec™
featuring our new Cam & 1/2
Performance System**.

UltraTec
Axle to axle: 37 1 ⁄2 ”
Brace height: 7 3 ⁄8 ”
I.B.O Speed: 3 0 8

Sims® Limb Savers

New Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Tighter tolerance, less
friction, more consistent
in varying conditions
and never needs
lubricating

TEC Riser Design

No Timing: Both cams work together rather than

independently so they are always in time
Cam Symmetry: The top and bottom cam
are symmetrical providing for level nock travel and perfect
bow symmetry

Extremely strong yet
lightweight. Eliminates
noise, reduces shock and
provides a more accurate
shooting platform

Hoyt’s SelfAligning Yoke
System

Ensures continuous,

Extreme Speeds: The new Cam & 1/2

Performance System is faster than any bow we’ve ever built in excess of 330 fps on particular models
Low Vibration: The Cam & 1/2 design reduces
vibration and is extremely smooth on the draw and the release

Some shooters love one cam.
Other shooters love two cams.

Looks like everyone

will love Cam & 1/2.
Cam Attributes

New Thinner
Ergonomic Grip
Design

Ensures proper grip position
and minimizes torque

Two-Cam Single-Cam Cam &

New Pro Cable
Guard Glide

Reduces string wear
and friction

1/2
No Timing
Low Vibration
Speed
Solid Wall
Level Nock Travel
Cam Symmetry
Quiet
Low Maintenance

•
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Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

3/4” Split Limb
Technology

“Theconsistency,forgiveness,
andtunabilityofHoy
t’snew
Cam & 1/2 is incredible.”
-Dave Cousins,
Wo
rldChampion;
17 Wo
rldRecords

Most durable limb on
the market. 3/4” design
provides for the best
lateral and torsional
stability of any limb in
the industry

Dual Locking
Pocket System

Tightest tolerance pocket
in the industry

New Stealth
Draw Dampener

Provides for a whisper
quiet draw

www.hoytusa.com

**Patent pending. †I.B.O. speeds based on 70 lb. 30” draw.
For performance based on your setup, see your Hoyt dealer.
(Bow manufactured under one or more of the following
patent numbers: 5,682,871; 5,720,267; 4,957,094)

